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ABSTRACT

AUTHOR: James P. Noll, COL, US Army Reserve

'T'PT,: The 13th PsychologicaL Operations Battalion (EPW)

During Mobilization, Desert Shield/Desert Storm
and Demobilization

FORMAT: Personal Experience Monograph

DATE: 10 May 1993 PAGES: 159 CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified

Frc-,m January 23, 1988 to August 23, 1991., I commanded the
13th Psychological Operations Battalion (Enemy Prisoner of War-
EPW) headquartered at Fort Snelling, Minnesota. My unit was the

, only Reserve psychological operations battalion (POB) activated
fnr Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

The purpose of this paper is to describe my personal
experiences as commander of the 13th Battalion from activation to
demobilization, and record the events which occurred during
Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm. My motivation i.s to ensure
that the 13th Psychological Operations Battalion and its unique
capability of EPW psychological (Psyop) support be retained in
the force structure.

Pre-testing and post-testing of psyop products on EPW along
with procuremaent of psyop relevant information from the prisoners
was an important wartime function performed by the 13th
Battalion. An equally important wartime mission was acting as a
force multiplier for the 300th Milita-y Police (MP) Brigade
(EPW). Numer'ous disturbances within the EPW camps were defused
by direct intervention of 13th Battalion psyop camp teams with
back-pcack loudspeaker-;.

Advising the M.P. commander's on psychological c:ntr0ol
m.a:;ro f-)r usp. on EPW prevented any serious iJikc-i-ducits between
the American guards and the Iraqi EPW.

Oy crat.inn Desert Storm revalidatecd the 13th Psyop
Battalion's m Lsion of providing direct supporU Usyc tl. -. LIPW
camp operations, and pro-testing and post-testing of psyop
Ila tor.1 A
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From January 23, 1988 to August 23, 1991, I commanded the
13th Psychological Operations Battalion (Enemy Prisoner of War-
EPW) headquartered at Fort Snelling, Minnesota. My unit was the
only Reserve psychological operations battalion (POB) activated
for Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

The purpose of this paper is to describe my personal
experiences as commander of the 13th Battalion from activation to
demobilization, and record the events which occurred during
Operation Desert Shield/Desc.rt Storm. My motivation is to ensure
that the 13th Psychological Operations Battalion and its unique
capability of EPW psychological. (Psyop) support be retained in
the force structure.

Pre-testing and pos.t--testing of psyop products on EPW along
with procurement of psyop relevant information from the prisoners
was an important wartime function performed by the 13th
:atta].ion. An equally important wartime mission was acting as a
iorce multiplier for the ,ooth M:i.litary Police (MP) Brigade
(EPW). Numerous listurba ces within the EPW camps were defused
by direcL intervention of 13th Battalion psvop camp teams with
hack-pack loudspeakers.

Advising the M.P. commanders on psychological control
measures for use on EPW prevented any serious incidents between
the American guards and the Iraqi EPW.

Operation Desert Storm revalidated the 13th Psyop
Battalion's mission of providing direct support psyop to M.P. EPW
u(iIip operationsr, and pre-beeting and post-testinq of psyop
material.
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PRE-MOBILIZATION

On August 2, 1990, Iraqi Republican Guard Divisions and

Special Forces units invaded tfe small, oil-rich country of

Kuwait. This single event captured world-wide attention and

resulted in a war with Iraq involving the United States as part

of a coalition force. In support of the effort to expel Iraqi

troops from Kuwait, a large force of Reserve units and Individual

Ready Reserve soldiers was activated and deployed to the Gulf

region. The 13th Psychological Operations Battalion (POB), Enemy

Prisoner of War (EPW) was one of those units.

At 0400 hours August 6, 1990, four days after the Iraqi

invasion of Kuwait, a change of command ceremony was conducted at

Fort Bragg, North Carolina, for the departing 6th Psyop Battalion

Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Daniel Devlon. Immediately after

conclusion of the brief ceremony selected elements of the 4th

Psychological Operations Group (POG) began to deploy to Saudi

Arabia. PlanniJng for an extended psychological o]Jerations

campaign directed at the Iraqi occupation forces in Kuwait began

in earnest.

As the Commander of the Army Reserve 1 h POB (EPW), I was

at Fort Bragg for the purpose of attending the 6th Battalion's

change of command. I had been the Battalion Commander of the

13th POB since Jan. of 1988, and had established a unique

training affiliation with the active Army 6th POB.

During my stay at Fort Bragg, I had the opportuni; V to

confer with a number of 4th PO( , s:tIAff officers concerning the

situation in SouLhwest Asiai, and how my battalion could



contribute to the Psyop mission if activated. As the only Psyop

battalion with a piisoner of war mission, this unique asset was

highly valued by the psyop community. Some of the staff of the

newly formed United States Army Civil Affairs and Psychological

Operations Command (USACA/POC), along with members of the 4th

POG, suggested that I prepare my battalion for eventual

activation. USACA/POC was scheduled to become our peacetime

higher headquarters sometime in the near future. At that time

USACA/POC was working training and organizational issues only,

for conversion to the Living Table of Organization and Equipment

(LTOE) for Psyop and Civil Affairs units. The 86th ARCOM in

Arlington Heights, Illinois, was to remain our peacetime higher

headquarters until such time as USACA/POC was capable of this

realignment.

Upon return to Fort Snelling, Minnesota, the battalion staff

and I began planning actions fcr possible mobilization. In July

1990, the 13th Battalion completed a highly successful annual

training at Fort A.P. Hill, Virginia, in support of the 800th MP

Brigade (Sep.) (EPW). Mhe battalion's ratings arid evaluations,

conducted independently by the 86th ARCOM and 4th POG, showed

that the battalion was in a superior state of readiness, and with

the exception of some missing or outdated equipment, could be

mobilized immediately. A study of the previous Unit Status

Report (USR) also led to the conclusion that the unit was

tcitd for mobilization in qualified and trained personnel.

Nowever, obs,( ,te equipment dnd short-ages of critical item led



me to conclude that the battalion would be hampered in performing

its wartime mission. Old speaker systems were difficult to

maintain and in short supply. The single Mobile System

Quadriphonic (MSQ-85) Psyop Support vehicle was outdated and

spare parts were no longer available.

NEW EQUIPMENT

Through contacts established with 4th POG at Fort Bragg, the

Battalion S-4 discovered that new backpack Light Speaker System

(LSS-40) and Audio-visual/Mobile System Quadriphonic 85B (AN/MSQ-

85B) vans were in production and could be expected to fill

equipment needs in selected Reserve Psyop units, starting with

the new fiscal year.

True to 4th P.O.G.'s word, the 13th Battalion began

receiving new equipment in October and November. Accompanying

the AN/MSQ-85B psyop support vehicle to Fort Snelling, was a

civilian training team supplied by the producing manufacturer.

Five reserve soldiers were trained on thi. state of the art

audio-visual equipment and on the unique characteristics of the

vehicle. Upon departure of the training team, the AN/MSQ--85B

certified individuals conducted training classes for additioi,al

soldiers. Incorporated with the vehicle were new LSS-40 speaKer

systems, resolving partially our dilemma of attempting to operate

our old speaker sets. Fo tunately, prior to deployment to Saudi

Arabia, the battalion was able to hand receipt additional LSS-40

speakers from nondeplaying psyop units.
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As an additional upgrade, in November we received a factory

new modular printing system. This welcome news came as a

complete surprise, as a new medium print system was procured less

than 2 years earlier. The modular printing system consists of

four large semitrailers with accompanying prime movers, four- 5K

trailer-mounted generators and four 5-ton trucks with bed-mounted

pods. The four printing presses and all accompanying support

equipment came as a complete mobile package that was air

transportable. The Battalion S-3 requested: and received from 4th

POG a training team for the new modular print package. Because

of training space limitations, only fifteen reserve soldiers were

trained during a 2-week period in early December. These trained

soldiers then conducted training for the remaining untrained

Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) soldiers.

Another possible indicator of imminent mobilization for the

battalion was the receipt of large quantities of new Nuclear

Biological and Chemical (NBC) equipment, and additional Chemical

Protective Over Garments (CPOGs) along with clothing and CTA-50

items unique to SOF units.

MTOE to LTOE

During the 4-month time frame o Augusr through November of

1990 all psychological operations7 units were in translt'on,

switching fromn their cur'2:&. Modified Table of Organization and

Equipment (MTOE) configuration to a Livinq Table of Organization

ind Equipment (LTOE). PersonneL and equipment were beinq added

l



or deleted along with mission changes and realignments.

Concomitant with preparations for mobilization, the conversion to

the new LTOE added confusion and stress to the situation for the

battalion staff and soldiers in general. Adding further

confusion to the situation was the deactivation of the other

Psyop battalion at Fort Snelling, the 360th. My battalion was

tasked with deactivating the 360th Battalion, forming a new 349th

Psyop Research and Development Company, absorbina whatever excess

equipment and personnel were left and retraining individuals

whose MOSs were eliminated. On 15 Nov. 1990, this newly

activated Psyop Co. became another peacetime administratively

subordinate company of my battalion.

ARABIC LINGUISTS

The original Capstone mission of the 13th Psyop Battalion

(EPW) was to support the prisoner of war- effort and psyop

campaign in the European theater. Thus the linguists were

trained in, arid focused on, Soviet and Warsaw Pact languages. A

search of the ARPERCEN data base for Arabic language qualified

soldiers within the Geographic area revealed onl.y one, Warrant.

Officer David Juba. Trained at the Defense Language Institute 16

yeAr previously, TJJuba would need an extensive refresher

course to be recertified. Another soldier, prgeant Mark Fplton,

was qualified in Persian Farci (Iranian). Both soldiers belonged

to the deactivating 360th POB and were eafily convinced to accept

a pocition in the 13th POB, and with very little prompting,



*volunteered to atterd a 1-month language refreslier :.ourse I~n

their res,)ective languages. Orders were quickly produrced

transferring the individuals arnd assigning them to ti-e Special

Forces conducted lanquage school at Fort Bragg. Both individuals

later deployed with the battalio-. to Saudi Arabia, and proved to

* be -tremendous assets during the war.

PREPARATION FOR SOF VALIDA.TION

For several months, a rumor was circulating within thE-

reserve forces ot a mandatory Special. Operations Forces (SOF)

validation test. The rumor reputed that each SOF soldier miust

p ass 1. ricorous mental arid physical test in order to contin,..e as

a member of a SOF unit.

Like most rumors, I cnose to ignore this one until sich time

as an official veiifying message or directive was received

throuqh the chain of c-.ommand. rhe rumor was enhanced w",th edch

* passing wcek, until, much to my consternation, an official

mnessage was rece,,_ived, verifying it- Not oi.l.y was the rumor true,

* but added t~o the ott icial riessage was the caveat that no SOF

soldier would be deployed J0CONTJS unless he/,:-.he had been validated

within thc last 6 rionths. OtherwisE , they would have to be

rcvalidated. -The, ta.sk of , m t ",tg the primarily intell ec+ ual.

ps yop soldtires to) paF-s 'nrignrous Phy--ical. Tr 1,ininq (iW.r) tefzt.

to) SOF standard seemed insurmountable to me. However, with the

ph-iosophy of: leading t ri the front, T se" about, the task of

up grad inri my jjsii hy'.; i ua cond iti on i~imed iateIy.

0
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The SOF Validation Test consisted of:

1. Attaining as a minimum a 70 percentile in each cat-cgory

of the standard Army P.T. test.

2. Completing a timed, 2-hour, 10-kilometer march with

weapon, full combat gear and 55 lbs of additional weight

in the rucksack.

3. Completinq a 4-hour, 10 kilometer, timed land navigation

course with full combat gear and 1,5 lbs. in the

rucksack.

4. A swimming test with boots and Battle Dress Uniform

(BDU).

5. A written MOS test with a minimum score of 90 percent.

6. A Civil Affairs (C)/Psyop Leader's Test and Common

Skills Test with 90 percent minimum standard.

A plan had to be devised quickly in order to assure

validation of the battalion in the shortest possible time frame.

The Battalion S-4 and Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC)

commander were directed to procure and issue all supporting

equipment which the soldiers would need to train for the

validation test. Each soldier would hand receipt all necessary

equipment, and be responsible for its maintenance, and its

availability during weekend drills. The battalion supply

sergeant and HHC commander proteste this action for reasons of

accountability and potential loss of equipment. For years, ARCOM

policy had been to store all CTA-50 items at the unit armories,

and only issue what was necessary for training. Retrieval of the

!I.1



CTA-50 gear would be accomplished at the end of each drill. This

ARCOM policy eliminated the greater portion of equipment losses,

but was not conducive to sound training in preparation for

mobilization, with weapons and sensitive items being the

exception.

In preparation for the 10K timed march, each soldier was

issued all CTA-50 items and the mandatory rucksack. Fifty-five

pounds of weight was supplied in the form of carefully weighted

sandbags. However, many of the soldiers preferred to use

personal bar bells for weight. Each drill, the battalio issued

M-16 rifles, weighted the rucksacks and started the training day

with the 10K timed march. Soldiers were encouraged to train

vigorously during the month on their personal time also. For

added convenience of the reservists, the full-time support staff

was directed to be available at established times during the

week, for physical training of any soldier wishing to do

additional physical training at the Reserve Center. Over half of

the Res,'rvists took advantage of this opportunity to enhance

their physical stamina.

With an influx of new personnel from disbanded units, the

addition of another subordinate company, arrival of new

equf nent, and the LTOE reorganization, the battalion continued

in its prepardtion for a possible mobilization. Individual

training focused on MOS enhancement, Common Task Training (CTT)

and SOF validation. Team training concentrated on prisoner ot

B



war psychological uperations, interrogation techniques and

related force multiplier support to military police operations.

DERIVATIVE UIC

The 13th Psychological Operations Battalion was direct d to

brief the USACA/POC commander, Brigadic General Joseph Hurteau

in November 1990. The briefing would be given in Columbia, S.C.

at the 360th Civil Affairs Command Headquarters. The briefing

was to focus on the battalion's plan to perform its wartime

mission in support of five enemy prisoner of war camps if

deployed to Saudi Arabia. The caveat, however, was that the

battalion had to plan for a derivative Uxi.t Identification Code

(U.I.C), with a force of no more than 32 soldiers and related

vehicles and equipment. This was shocking news for the

battalion, as our organization and training focused around psyop

camp teams each consisting of 12-1.5 soldiers. Supporting the

camp teams are the research and development section, the large

printing/audiovisual section and the battalion's illustrators.

The HHC pr..oy'med the normal .ftunct-ions common to all IIHC'so

Obviously, pertinent questions needed to be addresseO, su::h as

who would perform the necessary equipment maintenance and

mes.u'zl, rIluiy wUli dli t1.1-. UL-Le-l pyop fUiA:Liu11S of print. adML A.V. support. My thouqhts at this time were, that th: United

States had reached the 200,000 Reserve cap, and that was the

41 . bein . I J.n dop.oykbl o



The briefing to General Hurteau outlined my plan for

reducing the camp teams to five soldiers each and retaining a

staff of seven. including myself. Only trained interrogators who

were psyop qualified would be in the team structure. The staff

would consist of the Battalion C.O., Battalion SGT Major,

Battalion S-3, Operations NCO, Battalion S-2, and two liaison

officers. All of the staff members would have dual or triple-

hatted functions.

Because the 13th POB would be deployed, if mobilized, in a

Moslem culture and be dealing directly with captured Moslem male

prisoners, the unit was instructed not to include female psyop

soldiers on the camp teams. Therefore, the battalion transferred

a number of well-trained and capable female soldiers out of the

camp teams and replaced them with males. This delicate situation

was not popular with, but was accepted without incident by the

female soldiers involved.

At home station, under the supervision of the Battalion

X.O., Major Ron Morss, would remain the print and audiovisual

teams, additional interrocators, linguists, research and

development, and support personnel. Our thoughts at the time

were that as soon as Congress lifted the restrictions of the 200K

Reserve call-up, the remaining personnel would join the depioyed

portion of the battalion in Saudi Arabia. This thought helped

lessen the impact on those soldiers not selected for activation.

The hope of the remaining battalion being activated and joining

the derivative U.I. C. in SaudL Arabia w,,s never to materialize.

r-



Having briefed my plans for a derivative UIC to General

Hurteau, I was told to prepare for possible mobilization in the

proposed configuration. I still, however, had nothing in

writing, and no formal verbal order to show that the 13th

Battalion was to be mobilized, or when. With th! uncertainty of

"if or when" for mobilization, my plan for continued preparation

in anticipation of the eventuality, consisted of identifying 60

selected individuals for a 2-week, home station, annual training

(A.T.) starting on 17 December 1990. We were not to complete the

A.T. prio to activation.

During the A.T. time frame, SOF P.T. would intensify along

with C.T.T. and M.O.S. training. Vehicles and equipment listed

on the derivative UIC would be prepared by maintenance teams for

OCONUS shipment and CONEX containers located and hand receipted

to the battalion. Civilian shipping contracts were reviewed and

modified to comply with the new equipment load list.

ACTIVATION - HOME STATION

Our annual training was terminated prematurely, however,

when on 23 December 1990, a telephonic message, ireceded by a

coded statewent, was received. The 13th Psyop Battalion was to

be activated on 25 Jecember. My reaction to this message was to

reply with an emphatic "No, riot on Christmas Day." My reply

caused great consternation back up the chain of command.

However, my point was made and accepted by USACA/POC, A revised

message was secure faxed back to the battalion within the hour,

Ii



changing the date to reflect 27 December as our activation day.

Our mobilization sit.2 reporting date at Fort Bragg, North

Carolina, was 1 January 1991 (Appendix A).

The hectic days following activation were consumed with

legal briefings, will writing, notifying civilian employers,

family support briefings, the loading of supplies and equipment

and a myriad of other actions. The unit's velicles and equipment

left Fort Snelling by commercial carrier on 29 December. Our

advance party of five activated soldiers along with two

logistics/supply reservists on A.T. status, departed by

commercial aircraft for the mobilization site that same day. The

main body flew from the Minneapolis International Airport to Fort

Bragg on the afternoon of 31 December (Appendix B).

FACING THE MEDIA

86th ARCOM and USACA/POC policy is that all media queries

regarding psychological operations units must be first cleared

through the Public AZfairs Office (PAO). Granting of interviews

to the media by psyop soldiers regarding their participation in

Desert Shield was prohibited without prior approval from the PAO.

Anticipating media coverage of our activation, I submitted a

request for assistance in this matter several weeks prior to

activation to the PAO. Armed with a pre-approved talk, I looked

forward with confidence for the media questions. True to form,

W.C.C.O. Radio and several reporters from prominent Twin Citj

newspapers converged on me. I had to dis:reetly decline

12



answering several questions. Despite my evasiveness on several

issues, the 13th Battalion received a trem( idous write-up in tle

newspapers and an abundance of public support because of the

radio interview. My first of many encounters with the media was

a success. Prior planning was the key. Anticipation of and

having an answer for sensitive questions allowed me to be

relatively relaxed under the trying circumstances.

LAST GOODBY

My wife and seven children remained by my side at the

airport until departure. My two youngest children, 6 and 8-years

old at the time, could not comprehend that they were not going to

see their father for a long time. They kept asking te how long 6

months or a year was. My older children could nct accept the

fact that this was actually happening and I was really leaving.

Rose, my wife, had resigned herself to the activation several

weeks before when I introduced her at our family support meeting

as the head civilian of the organization. Rose was destined to

play a key role not only in the battalion, but in all of the

family support organizations at Fort Snelling, as well as our

home town of Forest Lake, Minnesota. My parents, Bob and

Dorothy, were also on hand to see their son off te his second

war. Of ill those present, I think the situation was harder on

my mother than anyone else. She always seemed to be .raying for

me for some reason or another.

l I



It was nearly aj difficult to say a final goodby to my

family as it was to the soldiers in my battalion who were not

being activated. hut the hope remained among all of us that the

Ibattalion would soL-, be reunited in its entirety in Saudi Arabia.

MOBILIZATIOCj

Our arrival at Fayetteville, North Carolina, and Fort Bragg,

our mobilization site, on New Year's Eve, was without incident.

We were escorted by our advanced party personnel via bus to a

mess hall. Despite our late arrival, some fast talking by a few

NCOs and a sympathetic mess steward secured for us a gourmet meal

of cheeseburgers and fries.

Billeting accommodations near "Green Ramp" were crowded and

in exceptionally poor condition as anyone who has ever had reason

to be housed in the "lock" area can testify. Reluctantly, the

troops accented the billets, but not without constant complaint.

The alternative of tents, in retrospect, ma-y have been more

comfortable and sanitary. I anticipited a relatively short stay

at the mobilization site because of all the prior planning and

preparation my battalion had accomplished. All of the hard work

was to pay off now, and the battalion would be the first reserve

SOF unit to deplo to Saudi Arabia. For many of the mobilized

'ivil Affairs units. it would be a month or more before SOF

-alidation was completed.

14



THE 13th BATTALION EXPANDS

On the evening of our arrival at Fort Bragg, I was informed

by USACA/POC that I would have assigned to my command effective

immediately, five reserve derivative U.I.C. psyop companies, the

18th, 19th, 244th, 245th and 362nd. Like my battalion, the

companies consisted of only the mission functional portions of

the unit. In the case of each of these tactical psyop companies,

that slice consisted of tour loudspeaker teams, vehicular mounted

(See Appendix C). Each team consisted of three soldiers instead

of the normal six individuals. A command cell consisted of one

officer, one senior NCO and a trained loudspeaker maintenance

specialist. The 245th Psyop Company contained an additional

loudspeaker team. The 245th Company was airborne qualified, on

lump status and Capstone to 18th Airborne Corps. Once in Saudi

Arabia, all of the reserve tactical loudspeaker teams would be

released from the 13th Battalion and placed in Direct Support

(DS) to the U.S. divisions Cav.ilry regiments and Marine Cor)s.

My battalion would have most of these speaker teams reassigned

after the ground war ceased for additionol support in EPW

cc'itrol. All five of these companies currently remain assigned

to the 13th Psyop Battalion due to a realignment within the

Reserve Psyop forces which occurred after Desert Storm.

With the assignment of all activated Reserve psyop units

under my command, I decided to call a meeting that same evening,

for the officers and Senior NCOs. After introductions, I

d i srnvxo-,ed our new command re I at.i onsh ip and out] i nod the t ra i n i.ng
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activities for the immediate future. My expectations for

training standards and personnel conduct were made rmphatically

clear. The five commanders of the psyop companies had explained

in detail their new chain of command. No longer would the

companies look to their peacetime chain but to my battalion and

staff for guidance and direction. I felt strongly that this

break with their previous chain of command had to be made in

order to avoid unnecessary confusion or problems in control

issues.

SOF VALIDATION

New Year's Day 1991, our first full day at Fort Bragg,

started with a record SOF Army PT test. The AImy Physical

Fitness Test (APFT) was ooir first step in the SOF validation

process. The temperature was a brisk 36 degrees with a strong

bitter wind. Even to the Minnesota reservists who had just left

10 below zero, with thirty-five below wind chill factors, the

North Carolina climate seemed chilly. I was sympathetic to the

soldiers from our two Texas psyop companies. They all. appeared

to suffer from the cold more than anyone else. I wondered if the

Texas reservists would be as sympathetic for us when we arrived

to face the. heat in the Saudi Arabian desert.

Genera l. Hiiteau ohserved our testing and ran the 2-mile

course with us. Several of us thought we would try and

outdistance the General, not realizing the superb physical

condition lie was in.. My 14 min. 30 second two miles were left in
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the General's dust. The USACA/POC commander commented favorably

on the outstanding physical condition the psyop soldiers were in.

Only two soldiers out of the 109 psyop soldiers could not pass

the validation P.T. test to SOF standard. Sadly, however, the

two individuals consisted of my Battalion S-3, Major Gary Talbot,

who sprained his ankle and Battalion Command Sergeant Major (CSM)

Tim Jones, who developed a persistent infection in both legs.

Neither soldier would recover in time to deploy, and both were

subsequently reassigned at Fort Bragg (Appendix D). Replacements

had to be found quickly. I appointed Captain Sandy Prescott, one

of the LNO officers as the S-3. Second Lieutenant David Cole,

•4 back at Fort Snelling, was activated and flown to Fort Bragg as a

replacement LNO officer. He was one of the additional soldiers

placed on A in December for contingencies such as this. I had

anticipated injuries and planned for this eventuality.

The Battalion CSM position would prove to be much more

difficult to fill. My continuing question to the USACA/POC G-1

was how can I procure replacements when I lose a soldier, either

prior to deployment or while in Saudi Arabia. I had under my

command the entire amount of psyop soldiers activated. There %,Is

no other follow-on unit to cross level with. I was iwaver,

throughout the war, to receive an answer to my question.

Several days prior to deployment, I had a Special, Forces SGM

knock on my orderly room door and ask to be interviewed for the

vacant Battalion Command Sergeant Major's position. This

reservi';t was on an active duty special work (ADSW) assignment,
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SOF validated and h.d a signed release from bis present duty in

his hand. My prayers had been answered. SGM McCarter was

readily accepted by the soldiers of the battalion, who were as

anxious as I for the senior NCO position to be filled (Appendix

E).

Members of the battalion and the newly assigned companies

continued the SOF validation procedures during the remaifning days

at Fort Bragg. The 10K forced march with full battle gear was

conducted to SOF standard without a loss, along with the land

navigation 2 days later. The SOF MOS testing and the psyop

leader's exam proved not to be a hurdle either (Appendix F).

The SOF swimming validation was deleted due to time

constraints and logistical problems encountered by the evaluation

team. It should also be mentioned that all CTT training

mandatory for all mobilized soldiers, SOF or not, was conducted,

such as weapons qualification, and NBC training.

PROCESSING

In the time between coping with the demands of preparing our

soldiers and equipmeltt for war, we had to fight and win the

inevitable paperwork battle. Switching from the reserve finance

system' to the active d't" - ystm had to b

in a timely manner. A multitude of problems would be avoided if

our soldiers finance records were converted to the active system

and all allotments were in order. The Reserve tmnince unit that

was processing reserve soldiers at Fort Bragg was undermanned and
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overwhelmed in their task. Not only was my battalion and its

newly assigned companies being processed, but so were several

thousand Civil Affairs soldiers. Thankfully, the Psyop units

were given priority in all areas of mobilization. To my

knowledre, not a single soldier in my command had problems with

pay while on active duty.

The 201 personnel files were given a cursory glance and

stored in cardboard boxes in a rather haphazard way. We were to

recover our files four months later, untouched, without a single

entry made. What the Reserve Admin. Co. did while ve were in

Saudi Arabia remains a mystery.

Most soldiers seem to have an inordinate fear of needles.

The rare exceptions had ample opportunity to prove their bravery

* during the medical processing. Someone made a comment while

standing in line, that "if we had all the needles sticking out of

us as we had stuck in, we would look like porcupines." The gamma

globulin shot proved to be the most debilitating. Possibly

because only a short 2 hours after the assault by the Medical

Corps, we performed our 1OK forced marci.

Eye exams and the obtaining of prescription glasses became a

major problem, and a potential show stopper. Each soldier

requiring prescr.ption lenses was required to have two -Air Along

with one pair of prescription sunglasses. Because the active

duty medLcal facility at Fort Bragg was unable to supply large

numbers of required prescription eyewear quickly, an alternato

solution had to be found. USACA/POC contracted with local
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civilian optometrists to meet the demand. Th, c-ivilian quality

control proved lacking in this matter, and would have been

laughable if the situation was not so serious. Soldiers received

glasses with the wrong prescriptions, or bifocals inserted upside

down. In some cases, lenses were installed on the opposite sides

or, as in one case, inverted, with the convex portion towards the

eye. The nickname "birth control glasses" was adopted because of

the frames homeliness. In many instances, soldiers refused to

wear the issue glasses and simply threw them away. Some of our

soldiers who had difficult prescriptions to fill were literally

handed their new glasses as we were boarding aircraft for

departure on "Green Ramp."

EQUIPMENT PREPARATION

Conducted conct-rrently with all other actions for

mobilization was our vehicle and equipment preparation. Five

weeks prior to mobilization, selected reserve psyop units began

receiving at home station new vehicles called High Mobility,

Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs). At the mobilization site

all of the HMMWVs had the standard alternator replaced with one

that had a large ampere capacity. The vehicles were then

extensively electrically ir-ed to .c-commodate. th- LS-A0 ..cak r

systems that were being mounted on the hatch ring. All vehicles

were washed, dried, and painted the desert tan camouflage color

schcmc dnd nuw. bumper markings added. Sadly, with very ]ittle

training time remain ing befuore depLoyment, a s;hakedown testI- (xIu.d
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not be conducted on the unfamiliar equipment. Testing and

craining with the new speaker systems and vehicles would have to

take place in theater.

FINAL DAYS AT FORT BRAGG

on 8 January I was informed by USACA/POC that all activated

psyop units would begin deployment to Saudi Arabia, to arrive in

theater no later than the 14th of the month. C141 flights for

the main body would begin from "Green Ramp" at 0400 hrs. 12

January. I was authorized to send an advance party of five

soldiers by commercial air leaving from the Fayetteville airport

on 9 January. The advance party arrived at the Dhahran, Saudi

Arabian International Airport on 11 January.

Telephonic coordination with 4th Psychological Operations

Group (Airborne) was made on 9 January 1991, informing our soon-

to-be-higher headquarters of the advance party's arrival time,

and the expected arrival date of the main body. Billeting

arrangements were made for the battalion at Building 332, Al-

Khobar Towers, in A!-Khobar, Saudi Arabia. A1.-Khobar was, in

reality, a suburb of the city of Dhahran.

As the advance party departed, the battalion and subordinate

units loaded their equipment into every available space in our

vehicles and trailers, leaving only enough room for a driver.

The vehicles were moved to a secured area near Pope Air Base

which Adjoi.ns Fort Bragg, lid prepared for air movement. All

urnit members were instructed on tie down procedures, building
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cargo pallets and on identificationi markings. Every air movement

procedure, including instructions, was pert ormcd b~y members of

the psyop units, to include proi: urcment of ai 1 palIlets, and

securing of tie down straps and buckles. There was no help

forthcoming from any outside source or higher headqo: rters to

assist in our departure.

Battalion suPply personnel were. desperately atlk,-empting to

procure desert camouflage uni-forms and desert n ight pa~rkas to no

avai.l. The 18th Lirbornm? crrps had depleted the !stocks of not

only desert gear, but also extra CPOC;,h*. The locwal surplus stores

were of little help Jin se].lir~j de,:;ert uriiforim.- e3.theru. S,-upplies

*from all sources had been depleted Wo were dcstined, it seemed,

* to go to war in the wrong type of un~iform. The promise from

USACA/POC of fulfilling our desert equioment needs in the~iter did

* not offer much solace.

The combinat~on of demanding physical training, maximumn

stress, minimum sleep and an abundance of inoculations wal s-

beginning to take its; toll. I was becominag seriously worried lor

the health of a majority of our- soldiers. The quEstion foremost

in my mind at this tim~e was what condition would the soldier:, bp[ in once we landed in Saudi. All of us were looking forward t~o

departure from Fort Bragg with great anticipation. Perhad's we

could at least rest on the tJlight.

After what seemed like an etei-nity, at 0300 hours, 12

January, 109 very tired psychological operations soldiers

departed with thei? vehiclef7 and equipment for Green Rarmp. Box
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luch;and PIPFs were-_ distributed while -he process of tiedown

bciqen. All vehicles and rallptr- had to be cliained and strapned

p'raper.V inside the C4l's. We had a vest-ed interest that the

tiedown taiskings be performerd correctly, as all of us would be

flying ins; le the aiircraft, inchles from our vehicles. We

crtainly did noi: want. an accident at 10,000 feet.

Upon liftoff, a heavy sigh of relief could '.) heard in the

Rcochambrer of the aircraft's bay. We were finally orn our way
to Saudi after I1 long days at- the mobiiizaltIon site. We were

prou ofthestaus.Allof the Reserve Civil Affairs would

follow the rsyop to war.

Mc~ireAiL 'crce base, ne-.xt to Fort Dix, New Jerrs ey, was

Iour first refueling stop. I was hit with a wave of nostalgia,

because Ithis was where I had started my military career. On June

5, 1968, 1 was drafted, and reported to Fort Dix the following

day for basic and hdvaniced Infantry Training. I hung up my

* helmet in 1971 after a tour as an infantry platoon leader in the

* 101st Airborne Division in Vietnam, never expecting to retur7n to

Fort Dix. Somehow it seemed appropriate to leave for- two war..,

22 years apart, from ti e same place.

iMrcer a leisurely iuncn and a tearful last call -home, wez

reboarded our aircraft and winged our- way across the Atlantic to

Ramstein, Germany. Thankfully, our aircraft heating system

* functioned properly and sleep came mercifully t(. all- of us.

Seemning somewhat refreshed and hungry, I was able to pro, ure a
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"German" breakfast for the soldiers aborad my aircraft. A

"german" breakfast to me translates roughly as "lots of

everything."

Much to my elation, a previous member of my reserve

battalion was at Ramstein to greet us. After completion of

Warrant Officer's school, Mr. Terry Louden re-entered active duty

and was now stationed near Darmstadt, Germany. Somehow, his

German beer tasted wonderful on top of our breakfast, especially

knowing that this would be our last alcohol for a long time to

come. CWO Louden's parting comment was, "I hope to see you in

Saudi, Colonel." His i-itelligence unit had been alerted to

support VII Corps in the Gulf. We did meet again in Saudi, after

the ground war.

With the sun well established in the sky, sleep tended to

evade us on our last leg of the flight. With the sling seats no

longer appealing, I decided to climb up into the cockpit to watch

as we hlew over the Mediterranean and into Egyptian airspace.

Not being shy, I as'ced the pilot if I could try flying. From the

co-pilot's seat, I proved about as adept at flying a C141 as I

did 20 years ago, trying to fly an OH-6 in Vietnam. Oiice again I

reinforced the fact that I was not cut out to be a pilot. The

crysta. clear sight of the ,,e

desert will always remain in my memory as an indescribable

expe'ience.
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ARRIVAL IN T&IEATER

Our aircraft landed at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, at 2200 lirs.

13 January. To our immense surprise, we were greeted by a cold

rain and wind. Mud was everywhere. Some of our preconceived

notions about our new home quickly disappeared. A member of our

battalion advance party had arranged an old school bus foz our
transport to Al-Khobar Towers. Building 332 at Al.Khobar woutd

remain cs the battalion's headquarters for our entire time in

theater. Our accommodations, although crimped for 109 people,

were beyond my expectations. We were prepared to pitch squad and

medium tents if needed. A lot of credit was due our advance

party for a job well done. With vehicles and equipment secured,

everyone enjoyed a few hours of needed sleep.

LINK UP WITH THE 800th MP BRIGADE

After a Meal Ready to Eat (MRE) breakfast the next morning,

14 January, my small staff and I walked Lhe rather convenient

city block to the Headquarters of the 800th MP Brigade (Sep)

(EPW). My battalion was to be in Direct Support (DS) to the

800th for the duration of the conflict. We would act as a force

multiplier for the M.P. brigade assisting in gaining control of

the Iraiqi EPW and eliciting their cooperation. It was comforting

to be greeted by many M.P. friends and acquaintances whom we had

trained with only 5 months previously, at Fort A.P. Hill,

Virginia. Brigadier General Joselh F. Conlon ITI, the brigade

commander, was extiremely happy to ha-v- his EP -' psyuv unit, as he
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always expressed great faith in our capabilities to assist in his

mission. our extensive reserve training relationship would prove

to be a tremendous asset throughout the war.

The staff and I received a current intelligence briefing

from the 800th Brigade's G-2, along with a concept of operations

briefing from the G-3. I was then given the opportunity to brief

my plan of support to the M.P. brigade. In concept, for the

short term, the battalion would continue team training and

preparation of equipment until such time as each of the four EPW

camps should be constructed. At that point, I would attach a

psyop camp team in D.S. to each of the camp commanders. I then

reviewed with General Conlon and his staff what each camp team

was capable of performing and how the 13th Battalion staff would

direct the accomplishment of our psyop support mission. I did

express that it was imperative for the psyop camp teams to have

24 hour access to the EPW. Our training experience had taught us

to operate an interrogation/interview facility within the EPW

compound, and it was u, desire to continue to operate

accordingly.

The nightly update briefing conducted by the M.P. brigade

was attended by the 13th Battalion Liaison Officer (LNO),

Lieutenant Donald Sinwell, or by my,;elf. Constant daily contact

with the commander or staff of the 800th was continued throughout

Desei. Shield/Desert Storm. in retrospect, I feel the

cooperation and sense of trust were the primary reasons for the

superior results achieved by both units during the campaign. our
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peacetime training affiliation with the 800th MP Brigade would

pay off" in results.

MEETING MY NEW BOSS

Early the next morning, 15 January, the Battalion S-3, the

LNO to the 4th Psyop Group and I departed for Riyadh, the capital

of Saudi Arabia. It was imperative that face-to-face contact be

made rapidly with the 4th POG commander, my new boss and rater,

Colonel Layton Dunbar. The 6-hour trip allowed the three of us

to switch off between driving and napping.

Halfway to Riyadh we stopped to refuel and eat at a convoy

support center. As luck would have it, we met two captains from

4i~h POG, also driving to their headquarters. With our new

,A guides, we arrived at the Gulf Cooperative Council (GCC) building

without incident.

We were greeted by Lieutenant Colonel Jeff Jones, the dual-

hatted 8th Psyop Battalion C.O. and C.O. of the Joint Psyop

Operations Task Force (JPOTF). Having spoken several times by

phone with Lieutenant Colonel Jones during our premobilization

preparation, I was most anxious to make introductions. We fast

became friends and were to mutually cooperate in our taskinqs

throughout the war.

My initial meeting with Colonel Dunbar exceeded my

expectations. Colonel Tony Normand, the previous 4th POG C.O.

had briefed Colonel Dunbar on the 13th Battalion's unique mission

plior to his change of command on I Jan 1990. With a st)ong
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recommendation on my behalf from Colonel Normand, I was given the

opportunity to brief both Lieutenant Colonel Jones and Colonel

Dunbar on the dual mission of my battalion of acting as a force

multiplier for the MP's and for pre- and post-testing of psyop

products, plus the extraction of psyop intelligence from [raqi

EPW for 4th POG. The three of us then discussed the details of

how the 13th Battalion would receive the sensitive psyop products

for testing, and how we would transfer the test results, along

with the gathered intelligence. At this time also, the

attachment of the five tactical reserve companies was discussed.

It was decided that all of the reserve companies would be

attached to the 6th and 9th Tactical Psyop Battalions for command

and control and for support of the combat units in theater.

Near the end of our meeting, my friend, Lieutenant Colonel

Dan Devlin, the pr-vious CO of the 6th Psyop Battalion entered

the office. He was working the strategic psyop campaign for the

Gulf Region out of Cairo, Egypt. He had just arrived from Cairo,

for a conference with our mutual commander, Ccloel. 1unbar. For

security reasons, I had not been informed previously of

ilieutenant Colonel Devlin's location or mission. It was a

pleasurable surprise to see him again.

The even ng in Rjyadh was spent. with Lieutenant Colonel

Jones and Li utenant Colonel Devlin disciuis.ing psyop operations

and thu extreme sensitivity of the issue of psyop use in this

theater. Up to this point i.n Desert hield, everything produced

of (i psyop naitu'e had to b-! eviewed and approved by tlhe !'iudi
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Arabian government prior to distribution. In most cases, the

psyop messages were dramatically modified by the Saudi approving

authority prior to dissemination. This procedure was radically

changed with the outbreak of hostilities. The United States was

no longer required to seek prior approval for production and

distribution of psyop products once Desert Storm started.

Early the next morning, Lieutenant Colonel Jones and I

attended the ARC]NT briefing and were to learn first hand from

Lieutenant General Yeosock that we would be at war in less than

24 hours, and were to prepare our units immediately for this

certainty. Bidding an abbreviated goodby to Lieutenant Colonel

Jones, I collected my S-3 and departed for AI-Khobar to link up

with my battalion. The usual 6--hour drive was accomplished in

less than 5 hours. Our emergency staff meeting was conducted by

1.400 brs. Ammunition was di.tributed and guard duties assigned.

All NBC gear was given another inspection and made readily

available.

Priority was placed on readying camp team #1 in their

preparation for attachment to the 401st MP EPW camp, commanded by

Colonel Lessley Stovel. The 401st had arrived in country today,

16 January 1991, and would be the first theater MP camp to become

operational. The other four MP camps would not arrive until

after the start of the air campaign. To date, all Ii°jl

defectors acquired by any of the coalition forces bad to be

handed over to the Saudi authorities. With the outbreak of

hosti i.ties, nearly al I t the Iraqi prisoners (d war would be
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incarcerated by the U.S. Army's 800th MP Brigade. The exceptions

would be those EPW captured by the Saudi Armed Forces who would

subsequently retain control. The EPW agreement between the Saudi

government and the U.S. Government stated, in essence, that the

United States would take initial responsibility for processing

all EPW per the Geneva Accords of 1949. Eventually, the host

country, Saudi Arabia, would accept full responsibility for all

Iraqi prisoners, subject to their military and logistical

capability. At that time, Saudi Arabia did not have the number

of trained soldiers necessary to guard, or the logistical ability

to sustain t.ie number of prisoners projected.

WAR
A resounding cheer was heard throughout Kohbar Village on 17

January 1991 as the news broke of a massive coalition airstrike

on Baghdad, Iraq Now there was no turning back from our purpose

of defeating the Iraqi Army and freeing Kuwait.

Promptly at 0400 Saudi time, 1.8 January, Al-Khobar was

subject-ed to its first of m- y "SCI!)" missile attacks.

Initially, this Iraqi. terror weapon achieved its purpose,

especially when a Patriot missile would intercept. The

resounding expLosion and sh, :A wave scared everyone for, at

first, we were unaware of the anti-missile capability of the

Patriot missi.les, and thought: that the aerial explosions may well

be showering chemi caL weapoins or biological agents on us. The

"SCU)" ott..ack,; cont inued olf and on, both day and night, with
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many false alarms. We soon lost track of how many attacks we

were subjected to, and by 23 January, some of us watched Patriots

intercept SCUD missiles from our rooftop. Not until 27 Januarl

did we have a respite at Khobar Village. We found out why that

day. Saddam switched his missiles to hit Riyadh for the first

time. Maybe we could start to get some rest at night now.

During a SCUD attack on 20 January, I was talking to my wife

and family by phone for the first time since my arrival. I had

to reassure my family that the Iraqi missile attacks were

completely harmless and were more of a nuisance than anything

else. However, I don't know who was more scared at the time, my

wife or T. In this war, it seemed that all of America would

share in the horrors of war together, whether in Saudi, or back

i.n the United States. As typified by this example of a high

technology satellite linked phone call to my home, modern

instantaneous communications would, for better or for wors.,

unite our entire country in seeking a common goal: defeat of

Saddam and his army. As the war continued, the letters from home

intormed the deployed soldiers that the citizens of the United

States were being kept well informed of the war's progress. In

most cases, the public was better informed than those of us who

were part icipat iky.

THE CAMP TEAMS DEPLOY

The 20th of January was also a memorable day for the

battalion. We deployAd cdmp team #1 in support of the 401st MP
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camp. The timing was perfect, because the prison camp officially

became operational. at 0950 hrs. The processing area, holding

area, and one compound along with our camp team were ready for

business. At 1050 hours, we received our first enemy prisoners

of war (EPW) at the theater EPW camp. These first prisoners of

what was to become later, a virtual flood of humanity, proved to

be exceptionally cooperative with the interrogators. We were to

discover, much to our delight, that the Iraqi soldiers did not

have a Code of Conduct such as our military did. The Iraqi EPW,

with rare exception, would tell us anything we asked. In fact,

the Iraqi would volunteer information we never thought to ask

ror. In one such case of volunteered information, we were able

to reverse a negative effect that our psyop was having. SomE of

our leaflets were bordered with red color in order to contrast

with the desert background and be more visible to the enemy. An

EPW volunteered information that the Iraqi enlisted soldier'-, our

primary target audience, would not touch our leaflets because

they were instructed not to handle anything red in color, as ;t

meant danger. With this information passed on to 4th POG, a

simple ch,.nge in border colnr was made. Our psyop then became an

effective tool in influencing the enemy's will to resist. Now
the Iraqi wuld pick up and read the psyop products.

In the following weeks, the 800th MP Brigade constructed

three more EPW camps. The plan for construction was to locate

two camps and a medical field hospital in close proximity to

support both the Eastern and Western theaters of operation. The
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two Eastern EPW camps were called "Bronx" and located south of

the Saudi Arabian town of An Nu'Arriyah, near Sarrar. The two

Western EPW camps were called "Brooklyn" and located just south

of the city of Hafer Al Batin and north of King Khalid Military

City (KKMC). Both of these camp sites were barren desert, but

were lorated geographically near the corps rear areas, and far

enough back from the combat zone to comply with the Geneva

Accords of 1949. The two "Bronx" and the "Brooklyn" camps were

near the Main Supply Route (MSR) for Army Central Command

(ARCENT) and Marine Central Command (MARCYINT) and in proximity of

the two small Saudi Arabian EPW camps.

The 13th Battalion had now placed four of its five psyop

camp teams in direct support of these camps. The Officer in

Charge (OIC) of each camp team were the following:

Psyop Camp Team One (OIC Captain Richard Cady) as previously

mentioned, D.S. to the 401st MP EPW Camp (Bronx).

IPsyop Camp Team Two (OIC First Lieutenant William Leitschuh)

D.S. to the 403rd MP EPW Camp (Bronx).

Psyop Camp ream Three (OIC Captain Gerald Hartwig) D.S. to

the 301st MP EPW Camp (Brooklyn).

Psyop Camp Team Four (OC Captain Daniel Kling) F , to the

402nd MP EPW Camp (Brooklyn).

Psyop Camp Team Five (OIC Captain John Younq) was initially

retained as the Battalion Reaction Team, and provided the crew

for the AN/MSQ-85B Mobile Audio/Visual Van (Appendix C).
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PSYOP SUPPORT TO THE MP CAMPS

Each Psyop Camp Team OIC briefed the supported M.P. EPW Camp

Commander and staff on the mission, organization and capabilities

of the team. Basic Arabic language lessons were conducted and

cards with simple Arabic commands and camp rules printed in

Arabic were distributed to the M.P. guards. The team's

opprations tent and housing locations were identified and

confirmed, along with procedures foc the psyop interrogators to

access the EPW.

As the EPW camps received Iraqi prisoners, the camp teams

immediately assisted the M.P.'s in pacifying the prisoners and

conditioning them to accept the M.P. camp rules. Cards with the

rules and regulations and daily activities were distributed

(Appendix H).

Genera. Conon determined that it was taking the MP

processing companies far too long to accomplish their missions.

At the present rate, one EPW was processed every 45 minutes, a

totally unacceptable situation. The 13th Battalion conducted an

in depth study of the processing procedures. -nprouessi. ngq

.i)itially consisted of:

a. Strip search

b. Persurine! ruperty Reuuoi-d

C. Wrist bandinq with the EPW's personal information typed

out on a sealed label .

d. Fingerprinting

I. 1). photo
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f. Finance records established

g. Enrollment in the EPW computer data base

h. An interview with a meruiber of the International.

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC),

i. Delousiing powder station

j.shower

k. Medical Exam

1. Isueof clothing, blanket and prayer rug.

First, a human time-itiotion efficiency study was concucted on

ihe wrist-banding procedures. This procedure was taking the

longest time to accomplish and held the greatest promise for

efficienlcy im.pr wement. An 11-minute average for wrist-banding

wasi reduced to a 2-minute procedure by the following methods:

eliminating unnecessary information from the EPW idenrtification

label-, preprinting of common information on the label and

readjusting :he work area for human motion efficiency.

All other areas of EPW pro:3essing were evaluated in an

identical manne r. Changes werce made, and tfes-ted with sevperal

Saudi Ar~i ;ian Special r'orces officer.-- that were assigned t~o the

battalion as interpreters. They acted the part of Iraq~i E1PW, and

spoke in Arabic only, during the proces~ing, to identity methods

we cciil, use without the a id of interpreters.-

Both the iniLial processing procedure and the highly

mod if ied prkcessino t-(e.,t were videotaped hy our AN/MSQ--8ThB team

headed by Serqeadt. Fl r:st Clasc,_ Gerhiard Christ. Geneval C onlIon

and I 1i s sa [ f 'IS I-)() uth Vi If (t da; Im nd in) Lt i.atied th e
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abbreviated procedures in all of the theater EPW camps. The

shortcuts instituted included:

a. EPW were allowed to keep private proper y.

b. Showers were eliminated during inprocessing.

c. Only the thumbprint was fingerprinted.

d. Essential data only was included in the computer data

base.

e. Essential data only was printed on the ID wrist

bracelet.

f. Finance activity was postponed.

g. In and out processing were conducted si~aultaneously.

The assis*atice given to the MP processing companies improved

the efficiency of the EPW inprocessing from an average time of 45

minutes per prisoner, to less than 8 minutes.

Tape recordings in Arabic were developed that explained the

processing procedures. These tapes were played over loud

speakers, to the Iraqi awaiting processing in the holding areas.

This innovationi elicited the EPW's cooperation, alleviated their

initial anxieties, arid increased procfessing efficiency even

further.

Additionally, the psyop camp teams identified English-

speaking Iraqi, and utilized them to assist in the processing.

As the war progressed Kuwaiti students who vol.unteered as

interpr_!ters were also employed by the M.P. processing companies.

Problems encountered in the day-to-day activities ot the EPW

w(!r(e i ent t- , d dd-isl;( w t.h th-' M - . callp dlltlh ri.t.i s.
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SANITATION

Latrines constructed by civilian contractors in Saudi Arabia

were built to U.S. Army specifications. that is, four holes with

no privacy. To the M.P.'s dismay, the Iraqi would not use the

facilities because they did not sit, they squatted. They also

had a great need for privacy. A modification was made,

converting the latrines into a three-hole facility with dividers

for privacy. Now the Iraqi would use the latrines and eliminate

the unsanitary method of using the area behind their tents. In

the Arab culture, a water bottle and the left hand are used to

clean the body after using the latrine. The problem encountered

by the M.P.'s was twofold because of this Arab procedure of

cleanliness. Huge quantities of additional water had to be

transported to the camps in order to accommodate the prisoners.

Additionally, the quantities of human waste products increased

and the amount to be sterilized by burning multiplied.

The answer to the water problem and waste disposal centered

around retraining the Iraqi to use toilet paper. The one failure

of all the missions tasked to my battalion ,luring Desert Storm

was in convincing the prisoners in using the Western method of

toilet paper.

RELIGIOUS CONSIDERATTONS

Initial interviews with prisoners indicated that the

American captors would encounter severe problems in EPW

cooperation uniles; we accommodated .r,d respecteCd the Moslem

{7I
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prisoners' religious beliefs and needs. All camp teams

established permanent markers to indicate the direction of East

in all 40 of the 2,000 man compounds within the four E.P. W.

camps. Now the Moslems w,-)uld know in which direction the Holy

Mosque in Mecca was located, and face towards the East. This

praying towards Mecca occurred five times per day and lasted

approximately 10 to 15 minutes per session. The MP's had to

adjust the prisoner feeding times and other activities

accordingly. Large quantities of prays,. rugs, towels and other

cloth were issued for prayer purposes, thus establishing a sense

of trust and credibility between captor and captive.

Over our loudspeaker systems, the teams played music and

rebroadcasted recordings from the "Voice of the Gulf," the U.S.

psyop radio station. But during prayer time, we would stop and

play a recorded Moslem "Call 'Co Prayer." In this manner, we were

able to deliver our psyop messages to the Iraqi EPW with maximum

effectivfeness.

FOOD P1 OBLEMS AND THE MEALS READY TO EAT (MRE)

In the Arab culture, pork is considered an. unclean food and

not eaten or touched, even in times of emergency. Our psyop

teams instructed the M.P. guards to separate any of the M.R.E.'s

containing pork products from the prisoners mess issue lines.

However, we soon found that we had minority groups of Iraqi

Christians that were more than willing to eat the pork rations.

When the ground war came to a ciose however, the FPW camps
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were inundated with Iraqi and we had to dispense with separating

the perk MRE's for expedience sake, but only for a short time.

Germany donated large quantities of military rations from

the former East German Republic for use by the prisoners.

However, most of the German rations contained pork products. Due

to the desperate physical condition many of the Iraqis were in

when first captured, we made a command decision not to reveal to

them this information on pork rations. The thousands of

malnourished prisoner; quickly regained their health and vigor

fro such high !at, high-caloried meals, probably saving

countless lives. This situation continued for several weeks

until the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)

discovered what was taking place. Most of the ICRC members in

Saudi Arabia came from Switzerland and spoke fluent German. The

ICRC revealed to the Iraqi EPW that we were feeding them German

pork rations. We expected fallout from the prisoners and were

surprised when we had feedback from them, indicating that they

were so hungry they would eat the rations regardless of the pork

content. Luckily, however, enough other non-pork rations were

reaching the camps that we soon were able to eliminate the German

rations from the Iraqi diet. The benefits from this incident

were healthy prisoners, and later, happy American soldiers who

gladly traded their M.R.E.s for the German rations.
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PSYOP USED ON EPW

One of the psyop operations conducted on the EPW consisted

of loud speaker transmissions of prerecorded messages in Arabic.

The messages were focused on eliciting the cooperation of the

Iraqi to accept the authority of the MPs and abide by the camp

rules and regulations. An understanding and appreciation of the

U.S. and coalition forces policies and actions was instilled in

the EPW simultaneously with the broadcast messages.

Music was played for the EPW during appropriate times of the

day in hopes that a calming effect would prevail.

Understandably, we had a lot of requests from the MP guards to

play the latest hits. However, as tempting as it was to play

modern music for the homesick M.P. soldiers, the mood of the

prisoners had to take precedence.

The AN/MSQ-85B Audio Visual vehicle has the capability to

show videotape movies on a large two-sided screen.Initially,

purchased and approved Saudi Arabian videos were shown, but were

not well received by the Iraqis. We came to realize that our

enemy was more attuned to the outside world than we thought. As

we were to discover, the prisoners favorite movies were

"Superman" and "Top Gun."

In the evenings, the double-sided screen was set up just

outside the compound's barbed wire. With the projector focusing

on this dual-capable screen, the movie could be viewed on both

.iides. The EPW watched the film from ij.;ide the compound, while

titc M.P. 's wati:hed Irom oThtseido There werr- enogh q En-l ish
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speaking Iraqi to interpret for their peers. The viewing of

movies was a total success as a tool in the control of prisoners.

We could threaten to take away this privilege if the M.P.s did

not receive cooperation or iZ rules were broken. A request was

sent to 4th POG for a second AN/MSQ-85B with its support team of

trained operators. There was only one other in theater, so I did

not have my hopes up of receiving it. However, 2 days after

submission of my request, the battalion received the crew and

vehicle. Now we had the capability to show movies at both the

two East camps and two West camps, rotating between, every other

night.

PRISONER SPORTS PROGRAMS

Activities were found for the EPW in order to keep their

minds occupied. Sports activities allowed us to make

observations on any developing infrastructures or to identify

malcontents, rabble rousers, agitators or secret police. Using

this technique, we were able to move the potential trouble makers

to special. compounds, thus isolating them from the main body of

prisoners. Innumerable potential problems, riots or breakout

attempts were averted in this mariner. The camp teams continually

ientained proactive when it came to EPW control methoLus.

PRISONER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Classes on speaking and writing English were conducted for

tlhe prisoners during their free time. Many prisoners took
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advantage of the opportunity to learn or improve tjieir English.

The classes also allowed us to identify prisoners to act as

interpreters for inprocessing of newly captured Iraqi, thus

easing the burden on the M.P.'s. Cooperative English--speaking

Iraqi that we had learned to trust, were used to set up a network

within each prison compound. These cooperative prisoners would

inform on trouble makrs, provide us leads on who to interrogate

and identify officers posing as enlisted. Every activity the

camp teams were involved in with -he EPW had an ulterior motive.

Art classes and especially our Art Contest for the EPW were

extremely popular, and provi led a wealth of psyop relevant

information. Not onl were we able to gain a greater

understanding of our target audience but were shown in

illustrated forum how to influence their minds graphically.

Posters were developed for EPW control purposes by the prisoners

themselves, and posted ar-und the compounds.

SAUDI S.F.

A critical iried thr(.ughout the theater of operations w;.s for

Arabic interpreters. Saudi Arabia supplied to te non-Avab

c(aition forces, and especially to the United States, the

hia rity of Arab/ Eni ush Jiiiyul.sts. On 29 ,January four Saudi

Special Forces captains were attached to the 13th Battal ion as

interpreters. We were to eventually have eight Saldi n1 po-,'Pn

Kuwaiti interpreters attached (Append i.x [) A : trolq bond

developed betweeen the Saudi int.erpreters anit the (,amp ti--amL;.
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Sergeant First Class Christ and Captain Abdaliah became

.Lnst p-arable. Sergeant First Class Christ was a Ger-man and had

served in his youth in the German Army, and later became a

naturalized U.S. citizen. Captain Abdallah had attended German

la~iguage school in Heidelberg and graduated from a German

college. These two linguists would interrogate Iraqi. prisoners,

* then converse openly in German in case the Iraqi- understood

* English.

Each camp team now had a Saudi interpreter attached. Our

interrogators were no lonqer limited to speaking with prisoners

* that could understand English or by having to use a prisoner as

an interpreter.

After the battle of Kafji, elements of the Iraqi 5th

Republican Ground Division were captured by U.S. Marines and

coalition forces. This influx of EPW were the first involuntary

prisoners we were to encounter. Until now, we. had only voluntary

defectors from Saddam's legions. When the .5th D~ivision EPW's

reached the two Bronx camps on Fobruary 1st, T was, determined to

* ol:serve f irst hand how they wo~uld( react to both thei pcf in

* and with being interrogated. The reaction trom the ai

* officers was, similar to the defectors we had interrogated loIar.

Thoy hadl no inhibitions about discus- n- any~j i nfr tinw se

0 or. Several at the off icers Fspoke tlunint- Fog 1 ish, making our

lob MuIch less comlicated. I cathered the 16 Trai i ')fc .haid

an MIZE issued to thiem, and proceeded to show them how to warm aniP(

eai* it. While we ate, the nterroqators asked several pert ipuert.
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questions. The first questions posed were to an Iraqi- armored

company commander who had 10 years of service, and had fought 8

years i.n the Iran/Iraq war a hardened combat veteran. The

questions concerned chemical weapons use by Iraq. We asked him

if he had fought in a chemical environment and if so, for how

loz-i a duraition. His answer was: "Yes, that he had, and for 43

consecutive days." The Iraqi Army used decontamination bunkers

for rest and eating, on a rotational basis. He also was proud of

the fact that his unit fought and beat the U.S. Marines in Kafji.

However, hie realized the war was over for him. This pertinent

information of an intelligence nature also had psyop

significance, and was quickly passed up through proper channels.

At this staq- of the war, the two main concerns of the U.S. and

coalition forces were: would the Iraqi fight; and, if so, would

chemical. weapons be used? With the information we received on 1

February 1991, it se-cmd that both concerns were -justified. we

had a lot of- work to do if we expected to break the tighting

,,p -itof thie I raq i array us ingi psyop -

By continuing with questions to the Iraqi EPW, using two of

the Saudi S.F. as interpreters, we zalso learned that our ne-w

pr~isoners-- felt they had been badly mistreated by their initial

Ca~1:os .Sever-al prisoners spoke of be inrg h i.t wit~h v.i f 1es and

clubs despite the fact that~ they cooperated ful1ly- I was una~ble

t~o as.certluin if the canu'e came from ,Arab coal ition forces,. (r the

U'S. Marines . WithI ramp teaim number .1 not yet depl oyed, J

roqiie.-led f~ms;i ro.m (;entra I(onfl on ind Go] one I Iunbar to



insert camp team 5 into the Marine's Central Command (MARCENT)

Corps EPW cage. The Marines, although initially suspicious,

relented and allowed Captain Young and his team to opuraue within

the compound.

PRE- AND POST-TESTING OF PSYOP

With all five psyop camp teams committed, the battalion soon

became fully functional in pre- and post-testing of psyop

products and in gathering psyop relevant information.

Each separate camp team would pre-test simultaneously on the

EPW newly developed psyop leaflets to ascertain the potential

effectiveness on the Iraqi soldiers. The results of the pre-

testing were sent to the 13th Battalinn l eadquarters where the

information would be consolidated and cross-checked for accuracy

and determine if any patterns were revealed. The test results

showing potential .fectiveness and suggested changes were

forwarded to Ath POG. the 4th POG would make necessary

adjustmentfs, print the leaflets iin quantity, then distribute the

leaflets on the Iraqi foznces. As new prisoners were

interrogated, they would be asb d if they had read the Leaflets

and if so, what effect the psyop leaflets had on them and their

col leagues. By pre- aid post-test i ng in this manner, the

efectiven?:,s of the psyop campaign was increased dramatically in

theater (Appendix J) . One partiCUlar leaflet war; adjusted for

.incteased effectiveness by adding a beard to the uard, and

bananslt; ti) t.h. frui t tr,)y. The bedr, was inter-pretted by thte



Traqi to mean that their Moslem religion would be respected, and

the bananas in the picture indicated that they would be fed their

favorite food as a prisoner of war. An untold number of Iraqi

upon surrendering, asked for the bananas they were promised in

the leaflet. By simple changes such as those indicated, the will

of the Iraqi to resist was slowly broken.

PSYOP INTELLIGENCE

Information of psyop relevance gathered f.'om the prisoners

was forwarded to 4th POG for use in the overall psyop campaign.

Prisoners indicated to us that more Iraqi forces would defect if

we printed instructions on the leaflets that indicated the proper

procedure to use in surrendering. Suggestions such as this were

capitalized on and found to be highly effective. The Iraqi

prisoners were an invaluable help in increasing our theater psyop

campaign. No one understood our target audience better than the

actual EPW themselves.

SURRENDER TAPES

As the bombing and psyop campaign continued into February,

an ever-'ncreasing number of Iraqi soldiers defected. Many of

thes.e defectors were willing to make tape-recorded surrener

appeals for wu to broadcast ()n their units . Our AN/M.SQ-85B

vehicles w inu invaLuable for production of the -;urrender appeal

tapes. Ohese tapes did not contain the defect-ors name iii order

t () a;d 1,p rdl hi fiami ly in Iraq from reital iat ion (Appindix K)
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We had discovered through questioning that many Iraqi soldiers,

against regulations, had portable transistor radios, and listened

to the "Voice of the Gulf" psyop radio station. The surrender

appeal tapes were broadcast by three means: Radio ("Voice of the

Gulf"), speaker-equipped helicopters, and tactical loudspeaker

teams. The effects of the surrender appeal tape recordings were

overwhelming. Groups of soldiers started to surrender rather

than individuals. The 48th Iraqi Infantry Division was targeted

with concentrated leaflet drops and broadcasted surrender

appeals. This culminated in the mass surrender of an entire

battalion, to include the commander. A three-man tactical psyop

loudspeaker team was airlifted into the Iraqi battalion position

arid used to organize the prisoner extraction by CH-47-

The broadcasted surrender appeal used on the Iraqi battalion

which surrendered enmasse was produced by a prisoner from the

48th Division. The leaflets used were pre-tested on prisoners

from the 48th Iraqi Division. Thus, the 13th Psyop Battalion

became a key contributor to the theater psyop campaign by usinq

all of the previously mentioned methods.

COMMUN I CAT IONS

Communications between battalion headquarters and the camp

teams would continue to be a severe problem throughout Desert

Storm and the remainder of our time spent in Saudi Arabia after

the ceasef ire. Our battal.ion was authorized P.R. C. 77 FM radios,

hut with their I mlited ranqe of 20 kmi, they prov d to be uot-.1 ly
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worthless. our operating ranges were several hundred 1ilometers

between battalion headquarters and the camps. The 800th MP

Brigade did not have radios authorized in their TO&E, so we

received no help from that quarter either. However, at times, a

nonsecure lana line sporadically worked between the Bronx camps

and the 800th MP Brigade Headquarters. But, we could not rely on

the intermittent landline connection, or have the needed secure

l ink.

Our other attempts at completing a secure communications

link also proved futile. 4th P.O.G. dedicated three long--range

secure radios from the groups commo "float." The 4th Group commo

officer dedicated many long manhours attempting to make this

system work, but. to no avail. For some unknown reason, every

electronic communication system we tried, failed.

Out of desperation, we enlisted a civilian, Paul Ramie, to

as;ist us in our commo problem. Paul was a military retiree

empl1nyod by a U.S. civilian aq-ncy to head up a telephone

.;,t(lI i t , y- y ;t.,m in Satidi o %0,i ch 0ur (. . ' d ,A l hom '.

Paul di [tecovered that the !.o i I compos Aito10 around the EPW cimpsl

containod a hiciqh de.ree of iron- The natural iron dpos.Jt-s

intrfered with radi o iqna s thus neqatinq a I I ot our at.tempt's

'At i. MoV11) I {I kiage w ti our ,:(lIny i t.0tIm -:;.

Messc',ler .*( rvice provi dc-I by th, lo)0th MI, hrxijq A ,every 3

ot 4 (dty.'-; li" I pod( t-n e';(111 o>t't.f.t . hlt l..hli ! Iw]:;!ell r s;r V C wi:;

I tt. . l Itl.f l,. , ,.I1(1 11()L, .kA Ily :;oiicurc



The battal i.on's primary method of communication throughout

the conflict remained face-to-face contact. Usually this was

accomF Lished by myself and my sergeant major. We spent many long

i. and sleepless huurs during the war, on Thp Line Road (Appendix

L). A secure comnLinications system in conjunction with a secure

LA'X machine would have proven invaluable in our operation. Pre-

and post-testing of psyop leaflets and tape recordings, along

with intelligence information would have been expedited, allowing

a faster response in adjusting the theater psyop campaign.

communication problems semed to be rampant throughout the

theater for most of the coalition forces.

ATTEMPTS TO ACTIVATE THE REMAINDER OF THE BATTALION FAIL

During the course of the war continuous requests were made

through General Conlon and Colonel Dunbar for the remainder of

the 13th Battalion to be acti iated and deployed to theater. Our

camp team-. and battalion staff were working i8 to 20 hr days. We

were uriderstalfed and overwhelmed with work and needed

augmenLaticn.

our rcaucist. WdL always opproved by our higher headquarters

but rejected by ARCENT. Priority was going to combat units in

the air flow (Appendix M).

Part. of' our madipower shortae w.is relieyed whenl the 8001ll MP

Briqade attached the 3 8Sth M' (let.achment to wy hatt-ala

(.ip, edl ix N). 4th POG attac:hed several p.syop i lterro,ators and ;I

iattalio, _;upl y N C(O.. ',.: iii ..,r -t-; i : e d oul * .apab.i I it i

A1c
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ind offered some relief to the camp teams, prior to the ground

war.

TRANSFER OF EPW TO SAUDI CONTROL

Prior to the start ol the ground war, the prisoner

population in the theater EPW camps fluctuated. Transfers of

Iraqi prisoners to the Saudi Arabian EPW camps took place,

contingent upon the capability of the host nation to accommodate

them. Tli Saudis very slcwly increased their capability to

incarcerate EPW, and by May ist were to take control of all Iraqi

prisoners of war, along with the four American built camps.

To expedite the transfer of prisoners to the Saudi military,

the psyop camp teams conditioned the Iraqi mentallI. Loudspeaker

messages were broadcast, explaining the agreement signed by the

governments of the Untied States and Saudi Arabia, _-on( -.rning

prisoners ; war. Printed messages explaining the transfer were

distributed. Key Iraqi cormmunicators were given special

instructions on the transfer to the Saudi camps, and used to

assist the MP's. Selected credible Iraqi EPW were allowed to

acc ompany the f irst transfers of prisoners, then returned to

spread reassurance among the remaining EPW. By adopting active

measures such as those mentioned, serious incidents during the

transfers were eliminated. Additionally, during the initial

transfers, several of the Saudi S.F. officers attached to the

13Ltl Battdal .i on ac-companied the prisoners to insure that no

L) (I
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language problems would preclude a smooth transition from taking

place.

GROUND WAR

As the coalition forces transitioned from the air campaign

to the ground war portion of Desert Storm, both the 800th MP

Brigade and the 13th Psyop Battalion were soon overwhelmed with

Iraqi prisoners. Camp Team 5 supporting the MARCENT Corp Cage

would be the first recipients of this flood of humanity.

Starving, dehydrated and wounded Iraqi soldiers flooded the

MARCENT Camp Cage starting February 26th, taxing to the limit the

Marine's ability to feed and house them.

Remnants of a typhoon that had devastated Bangladesh also

destroyed the Marine prison camp's infirmary, mess hall, and

* prisoner housing facilities. A riot of frightened confused and

demoralized EPW took place, threatening to get out of control.

The Marine Guards fired shots over the prisoners heads as the

barbed wire was rushed. Just as the wire and supporting stakes

were being leveled by the stampeding prisoners, two of the camp

team soldiers, accompanied by a Kuwaiti interpreter entered he

prison compound unarmed. Their only defense was the backpack

LSS-40 loudspeaker system, and their minds. Within minutes, the

psyop team calaed the prisoner., and, unassi7ted, were able to get

the estimated two thousand rioters to disperse. The psyop team

explained to the Iracii what the Marine plan was for distribution

t)" LJoud A31d la-)ia kei: anld a lu, how Lu acqu ie i medical assi tance
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if needed. The bravery exhibited, above and beyond the call of

duty culminated in the Bronze Star medal being awarded to these

exceptional soldiers. Without doubt, a serious and potentially

deadly incident was avoided by Camp Team 5. The Marines' praise

for the value of psyop was a complete reversal from that

exhibited when the camp team first arrived.

On March 5th, the MARCENT corp cage officially closed anl

camp team 5's mission with the Marines terminated. The Bronx

camps were receiving more than their share of prisoners when

compared to the Brooklyn camps, so Camp Team 5 was transferred to

reinforce camp teams 1. and 2. However, regardless of the

transfer of Camp Team 5, the attachment of the 338th MI

Detachment, additional 4th POG personnel along with Saudi and

Kuwaiti interpreters, the 13th Battalion was stretched to the

limit.

TO KUWAIT CITY

i hlad learned that shortly after the ground war ended the

R(-:erve Psyop companies were going to be relleased from the combat

units they had been supporting. With this informa- ion in hand I

set out on March lsi to find my psyop boss, now operating out of

Kuwait City, and request that I have attached 15 loudspeaker

Leans with vehicles. I explained how we de.-perately needed

assistance it both prisoncr evacuation controj from the VII and

XVIII Airborne Corps Cage -, and in the theater cages for our camp

teams, in this tequest, we weT& -ucces5'fu1 I thus had
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reattached most of the reservists I had previously assigned to

the battalion at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, during mobilization

(Appendix 0).

AIR FORCE A-10 SUPPORT

With the influx of overwhelming numbers of EPW, the psyop

camp teams were unable to quickly separate and segregate

potential agitators during inprocessing. Republican Guard and

Secret Police were inadvertently placed in th main EPW

compounds. Near riot conditions started to surface in all the

EPW camps in theater as the staunch supporters of Saddam

attempted to foment trouble. Stop-gap measures had to be found

to alleviate the situation in the camps until the agitators could

be identified and isolated.

The 4th Psyop Groups Production and Development Battalion

(PDB) was located near King Fahd airport. Also based out of King

Fahd were hundreds of Air Force A-10 tank killer aircraft. 1

would alwayq stop and marvel at how businesslike this no-nonsense

.ircraft bo .ed, whenever I visited the P.D.B. Now I thought. of

this nemesis of Iraqi armor as a possible solution to our control

problem in the EPW camps. Through discreet inquiry we procured

an unofficial test flight of several A-1O "Warthogs." The

aircraft flew "inadvertently" over an EPW camp. The desired

change in behavior of the EPW was immediate. From thern on,

periodic flights of U.S. aircraft over all of the EPW -amps took

I 3



place. Thus, the test flights served a dual purpose, and the Air

Force produced another psyop tool for our use.

In preparation for the transfer of the theater prison camps

to Saudi Arabian control, the 800th MP Brigade conducted training

classes for the Saudi National Guard. Concurrently, the 13th

Psyop Battalion trained approximately 20 Saudi S.F. officers in

prisoner of war psyop operations. The classes on EPW psyop

operations were well received by the Saudis and readily adopted

for prisoner control. We were able to observe with pride how our

Saudi psyop students were able to use psyop on the Iraqi

prisoners, rather than brute force for control methods.

INTO IRAQ

After the ground war ceased, but prior to the signing of the

ceasefire agreement, the theater camps continued to be inundated

with prisoners on a daily basis. The deep concern of the 800th

MP Brigade was that the prisoners were being transported to the

camps without prior warning from the VII Corps. The 800th MP

Brigade could not plan properly for feeding, housing and

processing without some prior warning of the numbers of prisoners

projected. General Conlon tasked the 13th Psyop Battalion to

determine ir the prisoners were actually soldiers rather than

civilians posing as soldiers, in hopes of gaining better

treatment than that accorded refugees (Appendix P). We were also

tasked to find out why the 800th was not receiving prior

notif [cation of the number of prisonert; to expect at the theater

)4



camps. With two Saudi interpreters and my sergeant major T flew

to VII Corps to do a demographic study at the EPW Cages. Next we

flew to the combat unit holding areas and interviewed prisoners

at each location. My findings were that the prisoners being

taken in the VII Corps A.O. were in fact Iraqi soldiers, but from

two opposing sides. Most of the Iraqi soldiers were Shiite

Moslems who had revolted against Saddam's regime in Basra. The

minority were loyal supporters of Saddam who w-ere in pursuit of

the rebels and had inadvertently wandered across the ceasefire

line. The U.S. combat units were circumventing the VII C<;ips

prison cage and sending the Iraqi prisoners directly to the

theater cages, on back haul resupply helicopters. Therefore, VII

Corps was cut out of the prisoner flow and could not supply

information on expected EPW that were in the network. With this

information, I was able to make a full report to GEN Conlon on

the situation in VII Corps area. GEN Conlon was able to rectify

the problem by advising the VlI Corps commander of this

situation. The prisoners were simply translported to the VII

corps cage, and with the reporting system working again, the

problem was solved.

LOSING FSYOP ATTACHIMENTrS

With the signing of the ceaselire by Iraq and the coaiition

forces, rapid progress was made in the transfer of prisoners of

war to the host nation, Saudi Arabia. This dvwnsizinq of the

prison population affected the 1 ith !Hat tali n. The reserve

I,!



tactical psyop companies were released from attachment to the

13th Battalion and were *imong some of the first U.S. forces to be

deployed out of theater. Attached active duty psyop soldiers and

their AN/MSQ-85B Audio Visual vehicles were released shortly

after this, and departed theater with the lead elements of XVIII

Airborne Corps. The 800th MP Brigade -eleased the 338th MI

Detachment from attachment to the battalion, allowing their

departure back to the United States.

PSYOP EFFECTIVENESS STUDY

During the downsizing of my battalion, 4th Psychological

Operations Croup requested a study on the effectiveness of the

psyop canpaign for Desert Shield/Desert Storm. I presented the

results of this study to Colonel Dunbar, his staff and the other

psyop battalion commanders in Riyadh on 15 March. The results of

our testing conducted on EPW showed without a doubt tiat psyop

was an extremely effective tool in destroying the enemies will to

resist. Psyop had contributed signific intly in the one-sided

victory over the Iraqi ,irry.

In general, 98 percent of the Iraqi EPW interviewed stated

they believed the messages on our psyop leaflets and were

influenced by them. Necirly all EPW surrendered with leaflets in

possession, despite death threats from their of fcers-

Fi tiy-e.iqht percent ot al IA- PW had listened to psyop radio

br,,ad asts and stated that they were influenced in their decision

to defect or surrender by the messages.
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Because of range limitations of the loudspeaker broadcasts,

only 34 percent of the Iraqi interviewed claimed they had heard

surrender appeals (Appendix Q).

4th POG requested that we submit oui battalion after-action

report in the Joint Uniform Lessons Learned System (JULLS) Lorg

Report format. The battalion -omplied with the request and used

the opportunity to identify !as and concerns tha't need to be

addressed in order to conduct successful psyop EPW operations in

the future (Appendix R).

On April 1.4th the 4th POG commander and staff along with all

its operationally assigned units departed Saudi Arabia for Fort

Bragg, North Carolina. The 6th Psyop Battalion, however, was

deployed to northern Iraq in support of "Operation Provide

Comfort." This left the 13th Battalion as the only psyop command

J.n theater. I technically did not have a higher headquarters. I

was now in command of a]] psyop forces in theater.

TURNOVER OF EPW TO SAUDI FORCES

Duritng thf n.xt -;e, iral weeks., the 13th Psyop 111attalion

participated with the 800th MP Brigade in turning over the

administration ot the last U.S. EPW camps in theater to Saudi

Arabian forccs. On April 29th, the O0fth MP rigad and th. 1.31--

Psyop Battalion had effectively terminated the EPW mission with

the transfer of the last remaining EPW to tie Saudi National

Cud 'd. The 13th Psyop Battalion, with its mis:ujon completed,



would depart Saudi Arabia April 30 for Fort Bragg, North

Carolina, and demobilization processing.

DEPARTURE FROM THEATER

Prior to 30 April, while completing our EPW mission, the

battalion also prepared for departure. A 40 foot military van

was inspected by customs officials and our equipment loaded. All

vehicles were cleaned and hand-receipted to the transportation

command at the port storage area near Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.

The 13th Battalion departed Dahran International Airport by

a chartered 747, a more comfortable aircraft than the C141 that

brought us to Saudi Arabia. We arrived at Fort Bragg and

outprocessed in good order. Gone was the air of excitement and

tension that prevailed at Fort Bragg when we last saw our

mobilization site.

RETURN TO HOME STATION

We ieparted Fort Bragg on 3 May and landed at the

Minneapolis Airport, to be greeted by a cheering crowd of

frie-nds, reporters, dignitaries, and of course, our loved ones.

We were all overwhelmed by the excitement and enthusiasm of the

qreeters. A reception was prearranqed at the Fort Snelling mess

ha II. The Commander of the Army Reserve, Major General Sandier,

presented the welcome home address and related to the crowd that

ht: had once been the commander of the 13th 1Psyop Batt:ali on

; Arn.,. r" Pa VO r -re . )c~rfhe q ;i ridt Reopi' "e'.nt-at ive ,Terr y Pikotr-.k i al ,'(
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spoke and presented the battalion with an American flag that had

flown over the National Capita] during Desert Storm.

The reception was attended by over two thousand people. It

was televised on several Twin Cities stations and had a large

write-up in the local newcoapers. WCCO radio did a live

broadcast. During out processing at Fort Bragg we were warned to

expect a warm welcome home, but what we received was beyond our

wildest imagination. This was truly a turnaround from the type

of welcome I received when returning from Vietnam in November of

1970.

BACK TO NORMAL

By the evening of 3 May, I was in our local church for_ my

second youngest daughter's firs3t Holy Communion practice.

Bridget received her First Communion at 9:00 AM the next morninq

with a reception attended by parents and family. Shortly after

my daughter's First Communion party, I packed my sleeping bag and

departed for a weekend of Boy .Scout Campout with my two sonts.

F With a good night's sleep that Sunday evening, May 5th, I awoke

on Monday morning and returned to my school teaching job. I was

greeted warmly by my high school students whom I had left that

late fall. As an officer in the U.S. Army Reserve, 1 understood

the duty and responsibili.ty I had ot going to war quickly, if iay

country called. However, L als.zo personally felt that I had the

resiponsibility to go back to a normal peaceful, existence ju..;t as

1u ick I y. War had int.erruptcd my life and the I i. e i)f my finily
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twice in 20 years. But this is part of the price all Americans

have to pay for the freedoms we enjoy.

CONCLUSION

During Operation Desert Storm, the first Psychological

operations Campaign ever performed on EPW by the United States

was conducted by the 13th Psychological Operations Battalion.

The 13th Battalion's three primary missions were tc, first,

act as a force multiplier for the 800th MP Brigade in EPW control

operations. Second, pre- and post-test psychological operations

material on EPW as directed by 4th Psychological Operations

Group. Third, collect information from the EPW for psyop product

development and improvement.

During Desert Shield/Desert Storm, the 13th Psyop Battalion

supported four theater EPW camps dispersed throughout the VII and

XVIII Airborne Corp areas and one Corp level EPW camp operated by

MARCENT. A total of over 70,000 Iraqi EPW were processed,

interned and eventually transterred to Saudi Arabidfl control.

during the war.

From 13 January 1991 through 28 April- 1991, the 13uh Psyop

Battalion assisted the 800th MV Brigade by quelling numerous

riots and. defused an untold number of potential disturbances.

The 4th Psyop Group was assisted in t.he conduct of the

theater psyop campaign through the pre- and post-te.;ting of 28

distinct psyop leaf letfi and ten tape recordod s, tender appea Is-

Tweye sepa rate sil rrende.:r rAppJeA I and t.wo I eoffIet. we re dh'eeloped
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and produced by the 13th Psyop Battalion. Psyop relevant

intelligence extracted during EPW interrogations assisted greatly

in the overall effectiveness of the theater psyop campaign.

The 13th Psyop Battalion proved to be a valuable asset and a

force multiplier to both the 800th MP Brigade and 4th Psyop Group

during Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

Upon demobilization, the citizen soldiers of the 13th Psyop

Battalion returned to civilian life with a deep sense of

satisfaction for a job well done.

I) =
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Appendix A

Orders to Active Duty
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'90 10:2R3 2D PS'!JF FP 4< 216-B&6-1112

J.YbC5RM at USARCOM ;12-24- ; 8:28 DCSRM-6 USARC0N, 216 Bee 1112; 4

ZZPARTME'r 01 TH ARMY'
MA)qUA .LT S, 86Th U.S. ARMY RES MR CO.A

7402 WEST 10OSMVLT ROAD
FOUST PAXI, ILLIMIS 60130-2587

OJ.ie 199-02 24 December 1990

13th PtfYOY Battalion (WILWA2) 124 building 506, ,tort Inelligl, MN 55111-4062

The urit shown and Its membr, have beon ordered to active duty for the period
Indicated unlea sooner roleastd or unless extended. The ut enters active
duty upon reporti4 to the home station.

* eport tot United States Army leserve Centter, 124 uilding 506, Yort ltelling,
MN 55111-4062 27 December 1090
Import To: Yt Zragl, NC 30 December 1990
ParLod: One Hundred Eighty (180) days efhactivo 270630Z Doc 90
W ersonne1:

Maiu bodyi Annex A
Advance Party: Arnex I

*Government convoy personaelt Annex C
R"d Detachment: Annex D
Personnel authorised individual mravs: Annex E
Personuel on Initial active duty for training or active duty for traiting:
Annex F

Authorityi Pormanett Order 144-02, HQ@, Yourth U.I. Army, It Sheridan, IL
60037-5000. dated 23 December 1090
: ovement Designaaa Code: WA
Additional Instructionusi nd PYSOP Group will furnist this Soadquartere, a
copy of Amnexes no later than 30 December 1990. Un .J j t C;.ltaj LY
of Moiigig Ato wil eport to Mobilization L ~inj S n a wl-' 19 90.
Format: 153

FOR THE CO)DYANMERt

D1BT1ThUT 10 *********t*e*Ae*****se**

1-13th PSYD1 Bu (WflLWL2) * OflICIAL.
1-2nd ?SYOP Cp H is, 86th UBARCO3H *
I-ARMlfCZN, ATTh: DAZY-*P
I Yt Vragg, IC, Cdrp WDA Itatiou MNMS IM. QEOVE1
1-0OISCOX, YC.31 Wtiiary Preonnel O Icer
REs, Yourth V.S. Army, ATM
I -AFXR-PR

1-Aft!-0?.
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Appendix B

Advance Party and Main Body
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13TH POB (DET 1)WTLWAI 1 , P

TALBOT, Gary E. MAJ
KLING, Daniel B. CPT
SAMPSON, Lee E. CPT
SINNWELL, Donald E. ILTU
CHRIST, Gerhard R. SFC

13TH POB (DET 2)
WTLWA2

NOLL, James P. LTC
CADY, Richard D. CPT
DENZER, Ernest J. CPT
PRESCOTT, Sanderson CPT
YOUNG, John B. CPT
ANDERSON, Rohn ILT
HARTWIG, Gerald L. ILT
LEITSCHUH, William M. ILT
SCULLY, James D. ILT
SMITH, Lanny R. CW3
JUBA, David L. CW2
JONES, Timothy B. CSM
KAISER, Thomas SFC
POLLARD, William J. SFC
REICHLING, John M. SFC
UBL, John A. SFC
BENSON, Donald R. SSG
BOLAND, Thomas B. SSG
BRYANT, Cedric SSG
FELTON, Mark A. SSG
MCQUAID, Daniel A. SSG
NUCKLES, Bradley SSG
TAYLOR, Ernest K JR SSG
GAUL, Robert J. SGT
CAIN, William T. SPC
MCSHANE, Charles A. SPC
THOMAS, Timothy L. SPC
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Appendix C

Attachments at Fort Braqq



18th PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS COMPANY (TAC)(DS)
DEPLOYNENT ROSTER

OPERATfON DESERT 3HIELD

NAME Rank/SSN OVER 40

1. BARNETT, James E.

2. BECK, Rudolph O.

3. BOPP, Jeffrey L. SPC/

4. EISELE, Wilhelm E. SFC/"8

5. HOUSE, Terry L. SSG/I

6. KENNEDY, Michael C. SGT/

7. KRATZ, Brian D. SP4,

8. LEACH, Aron SGT/ K

9. McNEILLY, William SP4

10. MACK, John L. SGT X

l.[. REYES, Mario J. SP4/

12. SCHOELCH, John R. SGT X

13. SPARLING, Dana E. SSG/

14. Willingham, Alberto $ $ G W

15. WOOflWORTH, Mark G. S1P4

FOR THE COMMANDER:

WTLBERT E. HAAS

MSG, USAR
Senior Training NCO
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A1N1EX B (Advance Party) " )lt ' (s-'

URvERS l12-tJ, H!QS. ;0TH U. ARMY RESERVE COMMAND dtd 24 DEC 90 (Coritilued)
TYPE OF TRAVEL: Conmercia. Air
PERIOD: 180 days

ILT CHEEK. Donald J

SFC DUNN, Lynn F

SF0C ESCAMILLA. Richard J____________

SSG ANDERSON, Trygve E

SSG DEFOOR, ,Jimmy D

SSG 'RIOS, Alfredo P

SSU TYLER, Revis D III

SSG WEAVER, Jackie F

SGT GULLO, Raniazan

SGT PEKOWSKI EdwardJ

SPC ALLISON, Michael I -
SPO BRAMLETT, Cliff E

SPC HART, Clarence I, -
SPO SMITH, Doula. Fi

,- Sc -2ARAfk, Paul D

/lMT IRF N'ICATED BY: TAM1.:-'. (; I pYD:
MA,I , M1, 13,1,All

C o Inia1, I I ( I
PA(FG 1 OF 1
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245TH I' , ;JA:h (A)

,RAI) NAMR SSN

ABBOTr, WAYNE T..

2. SPC AMIROS10, CHRT.ST'i'!iR H.

3. S'(;T R(K!(C. RICHARD F.

4. si'C CARTIER, JON A.

5. SPC CASANOVA, JOSE H.

0. SCT CIAYTOR, CHARLES

7. .SG -VANS, LAMAR D.

8. s;(; (,ALVN, ERNESTO A.

9. S I (;REFNIEE, .TOHN M.

I0 ~i ,MII . D)AVID W.

I]. SP(. M('sc, , )ARRE,I, I..

[2. SSG NVI.:;tN, JEFFREY . m
13. :;p 1,\NS, -HAWN P. -
1 4. S(;Tl P-''E SON, ASA E.

15. (Cr i C:IAROSON, JA ES :Z.

It). S IC I I CHART)SON, LESTIl (I .

1 . I IiZAMM ..L , WI I.LAM I.

I8. S;(; Will (';, RONALD 1..
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DIPAR IMI:NI OF 'FIR.' ARMY
I ViI1 PSYCOLOGC P Al. 0I 'ERA 1 1ON 13? (PW)

131 1LIINC A)M(, I-RI' SNEiT, r NC
SA\INT PAUL, Ml INNKOTFA 55111 -406,2

AI'KL--AC -1 1,l-Ml1Y--AII Janutar-y 1Q~9 1

MEMORANDIJM FOR :ALL4-ke rsou ic 1, t, S\AAJO(:, A''N. AORHW -PE' 11': 1: 11. in)

Ft Bra,.,g, NC 2810 7
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Appendix E

Assignment of Replacement for Command Sergeant Major (CSM)
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Appendix F

Written Special Operations Forces (SOr) Validation Test
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY

CIVIL AFFAIRS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (AIRBORNE)
FORT BRAGG, NORTH CAROLINA 28307-5200

ATTENTION OF:

AORC-PE 10 JANUARY 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, PERSCOM, ATTN: PAPC-OPP, ATTN. CPT MONFY, 20C
STOVALL STREF"T, AMEXANDRIA, VA 2233.) .0400

"1 ' UBJECT: Request for' Temporary Tour of Active Duty in :3 pport uf Desert
Shield

L. Brigadier General Joseph C. Hurteau, Conmandin G cneril, United statc ;

ALmy Civil Affair.; and Psychological Conunand (USACAPOC), Iha; reque ted a
.em.-ary Tour of Act ive Duty (TTAD) lie qronted SCM Robert- !. Mr:Carttei

,Lo repl.,ice CSM Timolhy B. Jones, who hau I)0en (irPclarti non-
deployable by tht. Port 13ragqq, NC Mobilization Station.

2 . eca U;e of time ,',i:;Lrairjt.; ot SGM McCarter'!; deph )ymflt. date, is iu
further roque5;ted thaLi. h: TTAD order be eLfectiv' 1 0 Jai'ot ry P') HI

3. 1OC thi!; hadqui1:t.ern , "M De Iay, AV: 432-9484)

'I

,- , [I 1 RAM,. R, 1,I "
T 11,C EN,~r

.1 En'hc ASST G'- I
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APPENDIX 2 to ANNEX J: CA/PSYOP Combat Leaders' Test

CERTIFICATION/VALIDATION TEST

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

- 1. List the five headings of the PSYOP Estimate.

- 2. What is the purpose of the PSYOP Annex and who develops

3. What is the purpose of the PSYOP Situation Report and
who develops it?

4. List five PSYOP unit teams.

5. Wht is the purpose of the Target Analysis Worksheet?

6. What is the purpose of the Campaign Control Sheet?

The following Questions have been added and are
REQUIRED lot- Operation DESERT SHIELD Validation:

- 7. Who determines theater-level psychological operations
policy?

-_ 8. Who derives the overall psychological operdtiorIs
miss ion?

9. List tour souices of intelligence used in PSYOP
planninq.

10. Describe the basic structure of an L-series TOE
Tact ical Supp rt Company.

11. What are the basic capabilities of the MSQ--85
Audio-Visual System?

12. What are two applications of PSYOP in FID/UW
I operatiolls?

1. What. is the critical ifirst step in the Product
ktP-r)paqardd) Development Piocess?

14. What. act ioris take place in d Product. Development
. , ', C.'rO Pr? -

.1, 5 I.- i; 'i h . I iv(, mc-th ,d'; u, P ;Y )P d.i,-s'¢,mirlal -

6',/. V I' l I I l q r' i dl. ,iit I P .V ('I 1; Ih I I I " ()I h -

I ,'

Ilal .,,

,.1 .' l 1



APPENDIX 2 to ANNEX J: CA/PSYOP Combat Leaders' Test
(Continued)

17. Who participates in the Campaign Approval and Final

Product Approval process?

18. What is the purpose of the Product Pre-Test?

19. What type of unit possesses Medium Print capability?
Who do they normally support?

20. Describe the L-series TOE structure of a Pzi'OP
,* battalion headquarters-

-- 21. What. PS'YOP dissemination means are appropriate for the
CENTCON arld.

22. What is th single most influential social factor in
Arab life?

2

J 2 2
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1. 1. &ssion 4. .

2. The Otuation and considerations
3. alysis of courses of action
4. omparision of turses of action
5. nclusions

2. A Psyop Annex expresses the commanders decision concept of the operation as it
pertains to Psyop. -Thi suppdrted unit G3 is responsible for 'he preparation of

the Psyop Annex to the OPLAN/OPOR.D. It is usually -  -  .. .
•60- ..... wftMsection and in close coordination with the-supporting Psyop
unit commander and other staff sections.

3. The purpose of the Psyop au.ation report is to provide current information
to the supported unit S3/G3 and other Psyop planners about enemy PSYWAR
activities and the apparent impact of friendly Psyop activities. The Sitrep
is e% ..... ,w _ - Q yopr-n t. - --

Team Test and evaluation tm, Interrogation/Debriefing Team, Ta-
Team, Threat Analysis team, Collection Management and Dissemination Secti-on,
Counter-Propaganda Team, Tactical Dissemination Platoon, Audio-visual Team,

(Heavy/Medium/Light)# (Platoon/Section/Team).

5. The target analysis worksheet serves as an advance planning tool to eva
tentative tarxet audiences in a systemac manner. This is done by relating
the external influences that have-an effect on the target audience to the "'
psychological objective(s). .. .. .. . . . .. -

6. The campaig control sheet nrovides a planning guide to assist Psyop
planners in organizing and controlling a compaign after the target audiences
have been identified and the raychological objectives have been determined.
It also reflects the effectiveness of the ongoing Psyop compaign as indicated
by collected information and intelligence and reflects changes to the campaign
to increase the Psyop impact.

7. When a theater of operations has been established and authority to conduct
Psyop has been granted to the theatercgmgander, national policy for Psyop
is received for implementation in the theater fJC ._ The theater commander
is responsible for organizing Psyop assets in the theater and assuring that K

for all areas is developed by the National Command Authority under the
President.

J 8. The supporting Psyop unit commander and staff derives the Psyop mission
from the mission of the supported unit. The Psyop unit mission is often
derived using the Poyop estimate, and the decision of the supported unit. comnaider
concerning the Psyop mission is communicated to the supporting Psyop unit.
commander via the Psyop annex.

eI



9. EPWs, civilian internees, detained persons, refugees, displaced persons
local residents,
battlefield intelligence reporting (Spot/Salutu reports)
Signals intelligence (Intercept, Jamming, DF reports)
Imagery intelligence
Captured enemy documents and materiel
Counter intelligence

10. COMPANY HQ

AV SECTION TACTICAL DISSEMINATION PROPAGANDA LIGHT
PLATOON(-) DEVELOPMENT PRINT

CENTER SECTION

LOUDSPEAKER TEAM(S)

11. The MSQ-85 Mobile Audio Visual shelter has the capability to record
reproduce, and broadcast audio messages over loudspeaker with organic eqitipment;
to record, reproduce and show television/video tape programs to small

audiences; to show sound/silent motion pictures to large or small audiences;
and to facilitate the conduct of face-to-face Psyop for large or small
audiences.

12. -To establish, spread adn maintain belief and support for the friendly
political system including Its ideology, infrastructure and plitical programs

-Mobilizing popular support for militray, paramilitary, security, and
intellegence operations, such as obtaining recruits, information and
safe houses for UW forces.

-Propagundizing the aniticpated reforms and programs to benefit the
popuiace once the hostile government is over thrown. -

--Shifting the loyalty of enemy forces arid Cheir supporters to friendly
control.

13. The critical first step in the Propaganda Development Process is
analysis of the supported units mission.

14. Aaist in anaylsis of supported unit mission, a'sjsait in preparation
of Psyop estimates and annexes, a _Alye intelligence in support of Psyop
effort, conduct target analysis, conduct campaign control, develop Psyop

products, conduct. Pre-Post test of Psyop products, assess impact of friendly
Psyop effort, analyze enemy propaganda to deveop counter propaganda

H (3



15. o Face -to--f ace cormunication

0 Loudspe acIke r

o Radio

o Television/motion picture

0 Prinit media

16. o .-onduct pre- liaison coordination to determine requirements.

o Report to the supported uinit s, parent Psyop 1ijii and othiers as required

o Conduct on site liaison coordination, to include HN support

o Assist support ed unit in preparat ion of estimates, annexes and plans

0 Accomiplies post-liaison activities to include briefings and reports

17. Participants in thle Campaign Approval and Fitnal. Product Approval process
include the supported unit commadnder, other US and allied units and agencies Who

* require campaign coordination, US State Department and Host Nati on countr7y t1am5
When necessary.

18. The pr-oduct Pretest is conducted to ensure that, the prToducts message will
be intet pi eted by the target audience as, intended by the product. deelopers.

19. The operat ional support c -ompany possesses mnedium print capability and normtal ly
*supports division/corps' level operat ions.

20. BATTALION

*1COt4I[AND S-1 S-2 3-3 S
SECTION SECTION SECT ION SCIONS ECT I ON

PROPAGANDA tll I T HEADQUARTER S

DEVELOPMEN~T I I NIS T1)Y COMPANY

HEADQUARTERS___

TARGET T EST AND FOOD SERVICE, MA 'NT1:N AN G I"
*ANALYSIS FVALUAT ION SECTION 5' FC'I I N

TE MP IWO A ;ANDA TE MC 
1M J N I C(;A T 1 Nt~

DEVELOPMENT SEI"CT' In N
TrEAM



21. (Most appropiate to least appropriate)
Loudspeaker, RaJlo, TV, Face-to-face, Print

22. Religion is the single most influential socila factor in Arab life;

specifically; the religions of Islam dominates all aspects of Arab life.

4
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Appendix G

Camp Team Configuration
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13th POB - OPERATION DESERT STORM
TASK ORGANIZATION

COMMAND AND CONTROL TEAM
(80Oth MP BDE)

LTC JAMES NOLL 18B/35A CSM ROBERT McCARTER 18Z50
CPT SANDY PRESCOTT 18B SOT FRANCIS McDONALD 76Y20
OPT LEE SAMPSON 35D SOT KATHRYN CONTI 97E3L
CPT ERNIE DENZER 39B38A SP0 WENDY DAIGLE 97E1L
1LT DONALD SINNWELL 25A SPC MARY FINNERAN 97EIL
1LT DAVID COLE 39B/111
2LT AHMAD H. AL-SAYEGH, KUWAIT ARMY

EAST CAMP
CAMP TEAM ONE CAMP TEAM TWO
(403rd MP CAMP) (401st MP CAMP)

ILT WILLAM LEITSCHUH 31A CPT RICHARDCADY 21J
SFC JOHN UBL 96F40 1 LT ROHN ANDERSON 350/39B
SFC MICHAEL MARCIELLO 97E4L CW3 DAVID JJBA 351BO
SSG CEDRIC BRYANT 96F30 SFC WILLIAM POLLARD 96F40
SGT JAMES OPPENHEIMER 973L SSG EMORY CHECK 97E3L
SPC MARK GESJEY 97E1L SSG WILFRED COTE 97E3L
SPC CHARLES McSHANE 97EIL SGT MARK FELTON 97E20

SPC KENNETH MALCOLM 97E10
2LT YOUSEF A. BENEED, KUWAIT ARMY
PFC FAHAH M. AL- DHAFIRI, KUWAIT ARMY

CAMP TEAM FIVE 2LT MANE M. ALAJMI, KUWAIT ARFY
(GS TO 7TEAMS 1 AND 2) PFC FALAH 0. ALANAEZY, KUWAIT ARMY

PFC ABDULKARIM AL-OTAIBI, KUWAIT ARMY
CPT JOHN YOUNG 35E35D SMO Sand A-Sahk, K.S.A Forces
SFC THOMAS KAISER 96F40 MSG Solymon AJ- Gwrnay, K.S.A. Forces
SFC GER-ARD CHRIST 97E4L
SSG THOMAS BOLAND 96F30
SSG ERNEST BUTCH' TAYLOR 96F30 338th MID ENROUTE TO KHOBAR
SSG Gregory Parmele, 9th POB (RELEASED FROM WEST CAMP)
SPC Randel Olson, 9th POB SFC RAUL JIMENEZ-CINTRON 97E40
MSG Abdulla M. Aiahmary, K.S.A. Forces SSG ANGEL CHE'RESTT 97E30
MAJ Abdul M. AI- Harb, Kuwat Army SOT GARY FRASKE 97E20

SFC STANLEY SHALE- 97E40
SOT KIM EMERUNG 11C20
SOT HAROLD RANNE' AD 97E20

WEST CAMP
CAMP TEAM THREE CAMP TEAM FOUR
(301at MP CAMP) (402nd MP CAMP)

1LT GERALD HARTWO 13D CPT DANIEL KUNG 11AI LT JAMES SCULLY 398 CW3 LANNY SMITH 351EO

SSG DONALD BENSON 96F30 SFC JOHN REICHUNG 96F40
SPC WILLIAM CAIN 96F10 SSG DANIEL McQUAID 96F3L
SPC TIM THOMAS 96FIO SOT ROBERT GAUL 97E2L
SFC Roger Travis, 9th POB SGT Leon Gooden, 9th POB
SOT Thomas Miler, 9th POB SPC WIIImI Pyne, 9th POB
SPC Mark SJingleton, 9th POB SPC Bradley Shumaker 9th PO2
SPC Myron George, 9th POB
SPC Bradkey Layne, 9th P0B

ATTACHED TO 9TH BOB COMMENTS
SSG BRADLEY NUCKLES 97E3L

ToJ aa igned and aftachad 68
3 Kuvwir son eav

AR Informaion Current ab o( 28- Mar -91
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Appendix H

Enem~y Prisoner of War (EPW) Rules
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PRISONER OF WAR HOLDING COMPOUND RULES AND REGULATIONS

Do not cross the three-meters barrier.
*Place all trash in the containers provided. Obey all orders immediately and without failure
*All eating utensils must be returned after meals.
*No large groups of prisoners may be gathered at any place at any time
*In order to avoid disease, latrines will be used.
*Salute all officers. *All lights will be extinguished by 2200 hours
*All prisoners must be in quarters at 2200 hours.
All prisone rs must remain in quarters unltil 0500 thouis
All prisoners must have identification in :'eir possession at all times.
Prisoners are forbidden to direct derogatory comment,. toward camp personnel.

*Medical emergencies that cannot be treated by PWV medical personnel should u brought
to the guards' attention
Gambling is strictly forbidden.
Possession and consumption of intoxicating beverages/chemnicals is strictly forbidden

*Possession of weapons is stritly forbidden.
Failure to comply with the above listed rules will result in disciplinary action SL- h action
may include

Fines Wlihdrawal of privileges Fatigues duly Restricted diet

I f4
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Appendix I

Attached Ktvwaiti and Saudi Special Forces (SF) Personnel
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APPENDIX B-3

ALLIED OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN

Saudi Arabia

CPT Tariq Mohanad Al Kahtoni
CPT Abdallah Ahinad Al Amri
ULT Khatrian Halael, Alotabi
ILT Said Ahmad Al Kahtoni

CWO saad Al-Sahli

SSG Souleymon Al-Gamany
SSG Abdullah H. Aliahmary
SPC Alishmsi Al-O-Mari

Kuwait

KM Abdul M. Al-Harbi
2LT Aharid H. Al-Sayegh
2LT Marne M. Alajmi
2LT Youset A. Beneed
Volunteer/PFC Falah 0. Alanaezy
Volunteer/PFC Fahad M. Al-Dhafiri
Voluriteer/PFC Abdulkarim Al-Otaibi
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Appendix J

Psyop Leaflet



'PSYQP Leaflets speaking of plentiful food and
water caused soldiers to desert to the South...

-An Iraqi Division Commander

Below:
'From HQ Joint Forces and Theater of Operations. You are invited to join the Joint Forces and
enjoy full Arab hospitality, security, safely and medical care. You will return to your home,)
as soon as the situaflon that Saddam has placed us in has ended- My brother Iralqi soldier..
this invitation is open to you and your comrad~e soldiers. We hope you will accept this
invitation cis soon as you have the opportunity

Commander, Joint Forces and Theater of Opeicitions'

11 Lil C4~,1

24
102



Appendix K

Leqal opinion on Enemy Prisoner of War (EPW) Use
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CCJA 11 February 1991

MEMOR NDUM FOR COMMANDER, 4TH PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS GROUP
(AIRBORNE), APO NEW YORK 09772

SUBJECT: Request For Legal Opinic:n (U)

1. (C) We have reviewed the issue presented in your 8 February
1991 request for a legal opin-lon regarding the legal paramenters
for audio and audio-visual coverage of enemy prisoners of war
(EPW). In formulating oar response, we note the impact of the
following legal and policy factors:

a. (U) Article 13 of the 1949 Geneva Convention I.lative to
Treatment of Prisoners of War which provides that EPWs must be
protected from "insults and public curiosity" (tab A);

b. (U) Paragraph 2-15, Army Regulation 190-8 which provides
that EPWs will not be photographed except in support of medical
documentation, for official documentation, or for other purposes
specifically described in the regulation (tab B);

c. (C) USCINCCENT direction on 12 January 1991 for the
psychological "exploitation" of volunteer EPWS; and

d. (1j) OASD(PA) guidance to CCPA of 2 February 1991 which
discouraged the use of photography to portray the humane
treatment of EPWs (tab C).

2. (C) Audio Recording. We do not consider the voluntary
participation of EPWs in recording messages as subjecting EPWS to
"public curiosity". Nor are the proscriptions of AR 190-8
violated as they apply only to photography and news media
interviews. We recommend that the voluntary consent of the EPW
,o the tape recording be docu.nented to allow review if requested
by ICRC representatares. The EPW must be allowed to revoke any
consent granted.

3. (U) Video Recording.

a. (C) Photography of EPWs is a more sensitive issue. It
is asserted that a video of EPW camp conditions and quality of
life would be in the best interests of coalition efforts. Such a
video could be used.to dispel lraqi fears regarding treatment
upci capture. On the othe hand, there are seieral disadvantages
t.) ije overcome. The International Committee of the Red Cross has
opined that any photography of EPWs is prohibited. The United
States position however is that the Geneva Convention does not
preclude all public display of EPW.-'. The United .1tal ,s does not
view photographs or footage indicat ing that EPWs have been caught
or to show how well they are being treate'! !; a violatour of
Artic'It! 13 of the :PW Coivt 'iti ll,

I I



b. (C) AR 190-8 is however more restrictive than Geneva
Convention requirements and precludes photography of EPWs except
under the conditions set forth in paragraph 2-15. The prorsed
video photography is not one of the permitted activities and
would require an exception from HQDA.

c. (C) As noted in the OASD(PA) memorandum, any photography
of EPWs could result in Iraqi charges of using FPWs in violation
of the Geneva Conventions. Public broadcast of EPW camp video
would also likely provoke additional media requests for access to
EPWs camps with the attendant problems of ensuring individual
EPWs were not photographed. The right of the American publiu and
the world to know that EPWs are being afforded their rights under
the Convention can be ensured by the means provided for in the
Convention, i.e. inspections by the ICRC.

4. (C) In summary, we have no legal objection to EPWs
voluntarily agreeing to make audio recordings. While not illegal
per se, the disadvantages associated with the videotaping of EPWs
outweigh the advantages. We do not recommend that videotaping of
EPWs be pursued at this time.

5. (U) Our POC is MAJ Fletcher, 476-4466, ext. 125.

3 Encl RAY RUPPERT
as COL, USA

Staff Judge Advocate

I (')
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Appendix M

Request for Augmentation
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AFKF--AC-I--MIY-AA-CO 25 February 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR Comnander, 4th PSYOP Group (Airborne)

SUBJECT: Request for Force Augmentation

1. Due to the increased projections of PWs as of 25 FEB 91, I
am requesting your personal assistance towards gaining approval
of the previously requested "Plus Up" to the 13th POB (PW).

2. The 800th MP Bde Commander is also actively pursuing this
request through his channels.

3. With such a tremendous increase in the projected number of
EPWs, the mission of the 13th POB (PW) will be of paramount
importance to the 800th MP Bde, particularly in the control and
pacification roles. The more logistical and administrative
problems encountered by the MPs, the greater the responsibility
shouldered by the 13th POB (PW) to elicit cooperation and
gain/maintain contro, of the PWs. The potential embarrassment
to the US due to the overwhelming numbers of PWs may be prevented
greatly through the use of PSYOP from the force multiplier
aspect. We have the opportunity to prevent such problems before
they start, and to insure that the US forces handling PWs
continue to comply with the Geneva accords and host nation
agreements.

z Another solution, less desireable however, would be to assign
mounted loudspeaker teams to assist in these missions. The
attachment of ten mounted loudspeker teams should prove
sufficient, contingent of course, on the availability of these
assets due to the tactical situation.

JAMES P, NOLL
T,TC .I N

Command ing

9!



Appendix N

338th Military Intelligence (MI) Detachment



TO: t-omma5nder

-Uth MP Priga-de

F1RCjM: C ,mmander

13th PSYOP Battal io:!

SUJE,'T: Request for Additional Personnel

1. The 13th PSYClP Battaiico requesbt additional personnel t.c

agment the Battalion due to increaed mision requirements or

OPERATION DESERT STORM.

2. The following battalion sections require personnel to fulfill

mission requirements. Personnel to fill these -equirement.s are

members of the 13th PSYOP Battalion or _-ubordinate units.

A. Command Section: Personnel: l

Executive Officer

9. S-1 Section: Personnel: 0

S-I Officer

PSNCO

Cler. Typi.t (2 each)

Personnel Admin Spccialist

C. S-4 Section: Pvrsonnel u

S-4 Ot f icer

Property Book NC(1

Supply L3gt

1U, Ma ir t ennce iSec t, io : PLr )rnnri I

I (plht Wheel V :'h c ., Me¢ hatnl '.2 -r h

F. Ajd oi Vi,%ui I Per - ro,

Team Chit-t

V. Print: For-: ci :

t f et 'r es - pe t- I -I -I'- h

] u [u. i r Lattr

I)hot )u Al I

I H ., h .

01 i ,- 4, ( 7 1 t 'l (I ' ( , " } "
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i.The lJth POB ml~o reque,,tt twso HB (LoJd!5peakoar Det.acIment T

con~i~tang of lb per~zonne1l e ch. The dtet.,7hrert_ would ccn--51!t

-~f the, fo11ow~na V

r_,.ma~ 3nd 1>critro1 Fer sonnT I f

PSYOP Off icer

PSY'DP Spec I 1 II t-,~

I ommunication! Mintenance Specialist D IVY

H. HB Teams5 -5 ich Teans) PersDnnel: 15

4. All per!5onnel and mi5Sicfl equiprnent are needed immediately

for 3u,::e5!5ful mit~tion accomplishment.

JAMIES P. NOLL

LTC (P), IN

C.~mmnandingj
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Appendix 0

To Kuwait City -15 speaker team augmnentation



Z/ I L/

DEPARTXWM OV ftSAtku
13TH PSYCHOLOQ'!Ck OPin1XUVNW M )~hION

APO MY 09619

AFKE--ACILj-MPY-AA-CO 10 Mlarch, 1991

MEMORAEDUM FOR G-1 800TH M4P HDI (PW)

SUBJECT; Personnel Roster of 8N.kedeploying vith the Unit.

1. For your information, attaoA~d is a lidt of 15 enlisted
soldiers frois the 338th 910O that are aurftW, attached to the
13th POOl.

2. It is our understanding that~pft1 to ft-dep ne~t, the 138th
will be attached directly 4tbff1IS 900"=; fi tt all
re-deploymont plawning and~ @U~ticftV1 11, k onfducted by the
800th.

3. POC Is CPT Denter, B99-1119'*Xt 740.,

FOR THE COM4ANDER

Ernest 3. Donzer
CPT r CAt t',4, TAdjutant'

im iW; -OWN"



338th MID - OPERATION DESERT STORM
PERSONNEL ROSTER

5q5c0 Fnory T Check (148-28-61"38
SSG Angel E. Chevrntt 129--32--31M
SoT Kathryn T Conil 024-58-3739
SSG Wlfred M. Cote 029-28-9156
SPC Wendy M. Dalgle 390-82-3392
S(T Kim F. Enterling 046-58-5826
SPC Mary T. Fit, eran 011 -54-9474
SCIT Gary J Fraske 378-64--3246
cPC Mark A Geskey 375-78-2887
SFC Raul Jlminez-Clntron 582-84-4398
SG I Kenneth D. Makcolm 233-06-7740
SFC Michael L. Marelello 033. 38-1319 -

S3G James W. Oppenheimer 205-3C-6763
SOT Harold Rannostad 126 28 .2450
SFC Stanley Shalelt 033--26-.0103

I

I i
I
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1DE'APTMENT 0F 'orFi ARMY
ROOoTi MTIATARY POIICE 1TRGAD8

APlO NFW YORK o9616-5o0o

AFKN-ACA-MP-Ud 28 February 1991

MEMORANM1M FO' COMMA 4DFR, USARCFNT, ATTN: G3/PSYOP

SUnJlrECT. ReqUest For PSYOP Support

1. Reqdent fiftOnh Tactical Loudspeaker (HB) Teams be attachod or
placed in Dir'-ct Support of the 1Ooth MP BDE. These 1.9 Teams should
be capable of mounted and dismounted loudspeaker operations
utli1zing the ,SS-40 man-,ack loudspeaker system.

2. The Booth MP SUE currently has the responsibility for operating
five Prisoner of War (Pp) Camps * 'h a combined potential capacity
of 100,000 PW's. Due to the itxemly large number of PW'I bMIhg
tratnferred from corps/Diviston PW Cages, it is essential that these
1113 'ream- sup port my camps and the PW Pacification/crowd Control
offorts ongoing there.

3. Now that the ground phase of Operation DESERT STORM Is drawing to a
close, request that these FIB resources be immediately allocated to
stpport the ml.snion of the 800th MP RDE as it shoulders the entire
responsibility for these PW's and the U.S. Governments continuing
crmmittment to abide by the Geneva onventions.

4. Pointq of contact this headquarters are CPT Prencott/SSG Nuckles at
OMM 03-899-7470.

t (I[ 111 HI'MANI)F R:

MARY E. PAWL0/,I
MAJ, At;

(UI (f)P, 4th PG (A) AdjtiInnt



APPENDIX B-2
TACTICAL LOUDSPEAER T EAMS ATTACHED

9th POB Enlisted

RANK NAME POSITION

SGT Francis R. McDonald S4 NCO cmmand Section
SPC Carl lerta Team 3 MSQ-85B Operato
SSG Gregoiy A. Pa mnele Team 2 and Team 5
SPC Randel L. Olson Team 5
SFC Roger A. Travis Team 3
SPC Mark L. Singleton Team 3
SPC Myron S. George Team 3
SPC Bradley C. Layne Team 3
SGT Leon R. Gooden Jr. Team 4
SPC William T. Pyne Team 4
SPC Bradley W. Shumaker Team 4
SPC Mathew M. Decker Team 5
SGT Thomas L. Miller Team 3
SGT Edward Pekowski Team 2
SSG Steven L. Carney Command Section
SGT Micheal J. Pendergast Command Section

245th POC Enlisted

RANK NAME POSITION

SFC Gene Richardson Team 2
SGT Asa Pearson Team 2
SGT Roiiald Whito Team 2
SPC Jose Casanova Tem 2
SPC Shawn Parks Team 2
SGT John M. G eenlee Team 5
SPC Jon A. Ci tier Team 5
SPC Darrell 1, McCoy Team 5

19th POC Enlisted

RANK NAME POSITION

SGT Walter K. Treichel Team 4
SPC Mark A. Shilts Team 4
SPC Kraq E. Anderson Team 4
SSG Dana A. Wijbouym Tearil I
SOT David L. Eastlund Talm I
SCT David S. Fillbrirndt Team i
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Appendix P

To Iraq for an Enemy Prisoner of War (Ell) Assessment



flEPARTME~rlT OF THE AR.'Y
11FADQtIARTERS, HOOTH MTJJITARY POLICE BRIGAD~E (PW)

A~PO NEW YORK~ 09616

A rill~ 28 March 19)1

I-~(W WN)TI [OR )f f i r'i a I At ea Authori ties

.fl~~i~T:FPW Screpniflq

1.u (11r, Crlmafl(1-r of the I h0 13th PSYOPS, LTC James P. Noll
'11-F,().~3 will vjiit the 14 MP Bde Corp holding area on behalf

f~tie, crimmand, to ieq,3 the, PSYOPS status of EPWs being held.
Pr ~r~~t HA is~ at P11 469'-138.

. i tjoct ( t()rdirjat ion wii h 14 MP Sde is authorized.

1()P 'IT- F UfMMA N1)ER.

MAR PAW! OSKI
MAJ, AG
A\djutant



Appendix Q

Effectiveness of Psyop in Desert Storm
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Appendix R

Joint Uniform Lessons Learned System (JULLS)

After Action Report (AAR)



JULLS LONG REPORT

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXA-XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUBMITTED BY 13TH PSYOP BN S-3, CPT PRESCOTT

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: TRAINING

4. TITLE: TRAINING, 13th PSYOP BN(EPW/CI)

5. OBSERVATION: Although the JFKSWCS does incorporate a presentation
concerning the mission and structure o. the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW/CI) into
some of its courses, there is no other effort throughout -the MOS
producing PSYOP schools to formally instruct soldiers how PSYOP
interfaces with EPW Camp operations.

6. DISCUSSION:

Mia. The critical impor ance of utilizing PSYOP in support of
iltary Police Enemy Prisoner of War Camp operations has been

high] ighted during Operation D)ESERT STORM. Approximately 70,000 EPW's
were w:nfined in four separate theater-level camps administered by the
800th MP Dde in support of ground operations during the conflict.

b. There were several key factors involved that required and
increased the need for PSYOP support to the MP's.

(1) The onl~y locations available to contain and isolate these
thousands of EPW's were in very harsh desert conditions. All life
support systems, supplies and barrier materials had to be moved long
distances by the MP's who had very limited transportation assets. The
majority of the cailp coostruction was performe' by the MP's as they- had
very ' It-tle engineeyr sipor'. Ohese ifautors adued uip to very spartan
livinL. .:-onditions for ;-he EPW's; as they arrived at the camps onrd
inicreajed the potential for disturbances by the EPW's.

(2) The 800th MP Bde is a EUCOM oriented asset and a] of its;
previou; traininq and experiencc is in -that theatei.. The 800th MP Bde
pert.irmed a difficult task in an excellent fashion but without bein9j.
a-hl -to eyO it- OWTiLy1.L~ie personnel to communicate wit!1I
the EPW's, and without any experience with and very little knowledge of
the EPW's different culture and customs. These tactors aiso increasked
tne. possibility of disturbances b~y the EPIW's througjh mi.-;inder,-tand.inqs

wi>'l the MP's.

(3) The vast c uantiticL; of EPW's , -irg delivered iWr the cdinp:,
littlke or no0 notice 214 houAIS Per' day, withl Limiled MP asset-; for

4-: proce;' ; inq cu-eci lengqthy delays untai Ii ig .-PW dit-icorl uit axid

in r a e o . b lt e o 'I a'Ufk1':



(4) The prmesnce of nbservers froin various internationiAl
agencies and the media wa.r; a cause for concern in that the treatment
provided for the EPW's be r por".ed by them as safe, healthy arid in
accordance with the Geneva Conventions. From this point alone, it wa!.
vitall important to the strategic and operational level PSYOP
campai fns that the living conditions in the camps be reported as good
so Iraqi soldiers in the field would continue to surrender. And that
the perceived treatment of these Arab EPW's by American MP's be
positi.vely reported to the regional Arab nations as in the best
interest of the United St.tes.

(5) Feedback derived from interviews/interrogations of the
EPW's on the effectiveness of friendly PSY0I proved Lu be a valuable
method of makinq continuous improvements in PSOOP pr.oducts and their
development.

(6) Identification of EPW's willing to cooperate and assist in
making audio surrender appeals for use on the 'Voice of the Gulf' and
in Tact ical Loudspeaker Operations.

7. iuESSON LEARNED: The reasons for providing PSYOP support to MP EPW
Camp Operations remained valid during Operation DESERT STORM and
i.ntJreatied in impo tance.

O. RECOMMENDED ACTION: JFKSWCS should increase the amount ot
instructional material contained within the P01's of their various
courses concerning PSYOP in support of MP EPW Camp Operations. Specific
subjects to be covered are crowd control by Tactical Loudspeaker Teams
within EPW Camps, face--to-.face PSYOP with EPW's, and
interview/interrogation cross-trai.ninq for 96F/ qB soldiers.

9 (_,JMMFNr.q - NONE

)., (10 TLHROUG{ EN) OF REPORT TO BE COPMP]f, H' R t.; :;Fc' !.oN

L=

_ _ U)



JULLS LONG REPORT

1.JCLLS ti-OMBER. XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUBMITTED) BY 13TrH PSYOP BN S-3, CPT PRESCOTT

2. operation D)ESERT SHIELD/DESERT S! )RM

*3. KEYWORDS: RESERVE COMPONENTS

4. TITLE: RESERVE COMPONENTS (PC) ISSUES RELATING TO UTrILI~ZATION OF
TE 13T11 PSYOP BN(EPW/CT)

5 . OBSERVATION: Army Reserve Component PSYOP detachments were used
during the conflict to augment the Active Component (AC) PSYOP units of
the 4th PSYOP Gp(Abn). Two -types of RC PSYOP forces were used in this
role: Tactical Loudspeaker (HB) Teams and Enemy Prisoner of War (EPW)
PSYOP Support Camp Teams.

6. DISCUSS"ION:

a. RC HS Teams were fully integrated into the AC PSYOP battalions
providing PSYOP support to the maneuver unit commanders. There was very
little difficulty in this due to the identical nature of the training,

* equi.pment, suppori and missions normally- assigned to both AC and RC HB
Teams.

b. EPW PSYOP Support Camp Teams were not integrated into the AC
P,1LvJP battalions. This was due o the total absence of soldiers within

* the AC bat-talionts -trained to provide and control this type of support.
P, poyttion eof the 13th PSYOP Battalion(EPW) was activated under a
derivative UIC to pL-~Idp '"he required PSYOP support to four large
scale EPW Camps aidministered by the 800th HP Bde and the Marine Central.

c.'he J'At~h 13SY0P BN(EPW) is the only unit in both the AC and R('
iurmy spi J ca lyoranzd to pr,-ividle PSYOP siipport to EPW Camp

r~pr~~ti.n homission of' thct 1.3th BN(EPW) is threefold: to assist f-he
MP's in c-cowd control and advise them on the psychological impacts ot
their actions; to conduct pre-test and post-test on PSYOP products to
determine the effectiveness of friendly PSYOP on tarqet audiences by
using EPW's as subjects; and to gain information from the EPW's to be
used tar turther product development and continuing psychological-

operations,

d. The derivative UIC activating the 13th PSYOP B.N(1'PW) ltitiLd
he number of pet-Lonnel to a total. of thirtl-y two [sOldiers tor

cirploymcTirt. .^ll jilii~ e~~3j/jYf;6V/97Et~ dkkC* NodiLitd.£
pr.ovisions were made for administrative, tsuipply, maintenance,

~:Cut~~n c ou *py.' ni or logistical support to be included in the
*derivativye IJIC as orgjanic cl.-mniits o--f the depl.,yei forkc:e NeilliuLeilk

800t'E YIP Hcde rr the 4th POC (A) werce_ ible to adeqiuate.ly provide thec
: UPPOCt De(CSS,11y t.u SIj4tdiii tite ijdLtadLiton b) ;-,I . -h above

* Idm d Ti VE~" -~ i l Iimi ttod t*c. t t-i of :.t 2~o 1di~; in j,_d(!i t o
(teVp1 o f 111V 1 ' ' f i (-fInw .qru(' 1fil I *-'.* I I t14 '

i i menl I I i.11 i #i * I d -mt I:2 i ti -_ 4 k I 'n III *~ c I .,Ai k) II

I k 1i Ni li 1 J i il
____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____~ .~Jr4 I 7: ~ 0



soldiers and these two primary staff posir-ions had to be addb,-e.:sed as
additional duties. Neither the EPW PSYOP Support Camp Teams or the C3
element was adequately staffed for long-term continuous 24 hour
operations. After the execution of the ground campaign, this personnel
shortfall was partially remedied by the temporary attachment of twenty
96F HB team members from the 4th POG(A) assisting in crowd
control/face-to-face PSYOP and fifteen 97E soldiers from the 338th MI
Detachment assisting in botti EPW interrogations and battalion staff
responsibilities.

7, LESSON LEARNED: The resources of any unit are finite and the
priority of allocation is always in support of the parent unit's
prima y mission. The support required by attachments cannot always be
adeqiAtely addressed. The partial activation of the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW)
using a derivative UIC did not provide a logistical or administrative
support base organic to the battalion. Full activation of the 12th
PSYOP BN(EPW) is an absolute necessity if the unique nature of the
unit's mission is taken into account. No other unit within the PSYOP
community is required to support major MP FPW operations in widely
separated geographical areas where absolute control of 70,000 EPW's is
essential.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Full activation of th- 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) in
any future operation where the establishment of large scale EPW Camps
is planned.

9. COMMENTS: NONE

10. (10 THROUGH END OF .EPORT TO BE COMPLETED BY JULLS SECTION)



JULLS LONG REPORT

1.. JULLS NfLI4BER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)

SUBMITTED BY ?3TH PSYOP BN S-3, CPT PRESCOTT

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

*3. KEYWORDS, OPERATIONS

* 4. TITLE: OPERATIONS INVOLVING MS;Q-85B SUPPORT TO THE 13TH PSYOP
BN(EPW/C2:)

5. OBSERVATION: During the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) stupport of the t-'ur EPW
Camps opfxated by the 800th MP Bde, two NSQ-85B's were employed by the
battalion to provide PSYOP support in a pacification role. One of tb
MSQ-858's was leployed by the 13th PSYOP BN'EPW) (without a crew as per
direction of tne 8th POTF CDRI) from 11ome Station ;%nd the other was
attached (with crew) by the 4th POG(A) from the 9':h POB(A).

6. DISCUSSION:

a. The primary mission of these MSQ-85B's was to assist in a
pacification rol.e regarding the EPW's within the various enclosures and
processing areas. Pacification assistance provided by the MSQ-85B's
ranged from broadcasting 'live' transmissions of PSYOP news and music

* from the 'Voice of the Gulf'I to large screen pro~jections of video
movies to enclosures with EPW's who cooperated with the MP's and
withdrawing this privilege from -those who did not.

b. The secondary miss-'on that these MSQ-85B'c- performed was the
recording arid duplication of broadcasts fromn the 'Voice of the Gulf.'
AdditionA1.1y, the.*-e tecinis re.-.'rdied and edited audio surrender Zxppeals
by :-ooperative~ EPW's prioi tco forwardingq these recordinvs t~o the 4th
POG (A) for screening and u:.e. Because of the soundprvov-."ttinf 4-~ the
MsQ proved Jinvalab] t..or rer-rrdinr ug ,rrernder appeals -

C. An additional imission th..t these MSQ-B85B's performed was to
~jj (JiaiC si.., taicp to the PSY0P Ca~z'n tr-mn .Jr edi.1-i- ii' deo

douumnitklti. for tra ining arid h ,st ofical po.wpcses -oqardl i.l theo
construction of the camp and the standard operatin'j- procedures ij.-:ed by
the MP's~ and the ronle of the 13th 1PSYOP BN(iEPW) as a foiwre iuiltiifI i .r

LESSON4 Lh4iLI 1O: M'.-8-4teoams are assets ntp- -ded 1y he FPW T-1 IJ
Camp teams I(I Ort0..1 t p:rovi de the requi red support to~ I drqe--sca Ile MP
P.PW .'amp Opei,,.. ions.

8. - 1ECOMMFN )EFD ACTION- Cllange6- 111h'i *i I 8 ~O N 11101-: t-.)



9. COMM.,-4TS* An additional study has been provided to JFKSWCS and the
4th POG(A) regarding recommended changes to the technical and
operatnr-,i! performance of the MSQ.

10. (10 THROUGH END OF REPORT TO BE COMMPETED BY -TTTLLS SECTION)



JULLS LONG REPORT

1. J'h)ILS NUMBER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUIBMITTED BY 13TH PSYOP BN S-3, CPT PRESCOTT

2. Oparati on DFSE,-RT SH1 ELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: OPERATIONS

4. TITLE: OPERATIONS INVOLVING TACTICAL LOUDSPFAKrZ TEAM SUPPORT TO
THE 13TH1 PSYOP BN(EPW/CI)

5. OBSERVATION: During TLhe 1.3th PSYOP BN(EPW) support of the four EPW
Camps operated by the 800th MP Bde, ten Tactical. Loudspeaker (HB) Tedais

& were attached to the battaltion from the 4th POG(A) t~o assist in
providing PSYOP support.

6. DISCUSSiON:

a. 'The primary mission of these HB teams as a torce multiplier to
the EPW Camp ccinmanders was to assist in the crowd control of the EPW1,s
with'in the various enc].osures and processing areas. Crowd contrul
assistance provided by the 11B teams ranged fromt quell-ing disturbances
t~o broadcasting announcements for the camp commander and PSYOP news
fromn the 'Voice of T-he Gulf.'

b. 'The secondary mission these H9 teams ierforme-d was face-to-tae
P.9YOP with the EPW's on a daily basis inside thp encI.osu!.es. This type
of PSYOP served several different functions such as: dispellinrg
11otentia1. Iy di sriipt-.i re runnrri- i.do-i.jfyin ~Iqtrn.01makers '; id(en_-tJ1i i q
i~fnfrmal I ;Aifrr,; i inuti fyinq offictrs who had _ ictalc~d theiz-raviink
and idcnt iftyiv E J"WJ' who wt-re wi ,A . I to cooperate i : .t~t/u

1-f ' Of 1'VV(I' ' .('t. --t nd maR inq -A I. ifo rci'()rd i ncq_;; * , Lirriclid
itfpea I

c_ All 11B team members WE-11e qualified 961" _,Uld ier-4 and severalI
waveor ablJ.e i.(. issist and gain experience in inptferviewinqj/initerroqac~t-inqI
1EP1W ' " oil III ind ivi du~al ba._is iLk- qa.iii Pl ,OP i t] ekicoiL 1.16.jir Iviat ion.

d.. Pr iux LL, i.hpt dtt.Ainent. of the Hm- tpaws~ atid at t.er the ir re I case
for! redeploymcnt, the function of' the 11B teaims "was performed by mum1iiher,.;
ot th 13th PSY0OP BN (EPW) Camp teaws . These i'YO amlp teaus, Ii:4o(I
l.oaned ]lif-flack 1(_)d4eie w,~n .f o-- i -
iEPW enc<Iosures and oi edr Mf C" d t1 ~rc. 'nt~6oty w
ITlJSC;Ue or: uCts , almp] i tJieL , a1fld qer rtormunt-ed iii I1Ii~ I~ lit
ljedf .. u i I i.el d cedfoc~it IU ifiotnted opai ii n I ie camp

A10(n1tE r1_. T he Iili 11'1VMu 11N (KPW) i : not -Aittliir iv.'d IM~ tcomrn , 11y idcr it
t'lit ent r .lTOE)f. 151t thf- vjul i.pMerit ail~ e::l' i i u"(111d. ilu i l.u 11:w i1'lVed
i*(l t) I fvi I li'ilh I o' i Tp v v j i li u t 1w 1 I'SVU .:[Appm1 rt ow-111i rodr 1)y I Iw 11Wflt' Ii
frl Id~



7. LESSOt LEARNED IB teams fie cisset! needed by EPW PSYOP Camp teams
in order to provide thIe required support to larqe-scale EPW -amp
Operations.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Change the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) TOE to authorize

1B teams, or assign two Tactical PSYOP Companies to the FPW PSYOP
Suppr-rt mission.

9. COMMENTS: NONE

10. (10 THROUGH END I)F REPORT TO BE COMPLETED BY JULLS SECTION)



.YUJLLS LON. REiPORkT

i .' OLLS NUMBER: XXXXX -XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUBMITTED BY 13TH PSYOP BN ~-,CPT PRESCOTT

2. Operation DESERT SHIELC/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: OPERATI ,NS

4. TITLE: O0.ERATIOAS INVOLVING 13thf PSYOP BN(EPW/C3) SUPPORT TO THE
BOOTH MILITARY POLICE BDE.

b. OBSERVATlC-1: During the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW/CI) support of the four
EPW Camps operated by the 800th NP Bde, the battalion employed an
Enemy Prisoner of War PSYOP Support Team in a DS relationship to
each EPW Camp.

6. PTSCITSSION:

a. 'khe primary missions of the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) in support of
these four, EPW Camps was to conduc;t a PSYOP EPW Pacification
Campaign to keep the prisoners respornsive to M!, authority, act
as a torce multiplier for the MP's and to advise the MP Camp
commanders on the psychological kmpacts of their actions.

b.- Each of the EPW PSYOP Support Camp Teams was co~iipozi !d of five
.39B, 96F, or 97E soldiers. In each team, either the team
leader -r NCOIC hadA worked with the 800th MP Bde on training
o XLr~s in the past and was knowledgeable of EPW Camp
operations. Additionaiy, of these five soldiers assigned ftom
the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW), one or more were qualified 97L
-At :rctrs Due to the EUCOM-orientatieri of the battalion,
0 '- 11,(eSold icr from the unit had any t..,quzaqt! skills u6)

1-1 The conduct ot the PSYOP EPW Pacification Campai gn was
executed by using Mari-pack Loudspeaker and mosque spoakvr
systems to Droadcast audice recordings of mus.'c -and news frord
thie PSYOP radio station "Voice of the Gulf," EPW Camp Rules,

.rinc! :-iprocessinq Station instructions. Printed s ' -n's !otcrs,
intormation sheets, and camp newspapers were also used in this
campaign. The YSQ-85B was used to project big-screen
enti:rtainment videos as a means of gaining leverage on the
EPW's by providing them with something they did not. want to
Tese through niisbuliaviar. Ail of tile .LltOrildtt presente.d. Lo
tile prisoners had to be in Arabic and required tr-anslat ion1 o!r
screen ing by qualified personne] prior to use.

,,I ?cj i nq is a force mtu 1 t~J i or f or fthe M11 I s i IVO I vd teakM
mneiherF u: ijk Icaned fL 4C)Mn-pc uudspe;-ikers -to liss isi.
thl: MT . U r~ :?I

1
.~ .~I~ i*i l( 1jS~b1.t. Icrowt" I ofl.r~ '



and broadcasting announcements. Iden;ifying EPW agitators,
i.formtel group leaders and offilers attemfptll'! to conceal
their rank were important tasks accomplivhed as well, through
interr-gation a-id/or direct observation.

e. The team members had. unescorted, direct access to the EPW
compounds, enclosures and individua. EPW's or groups of such
on a 24-hour basis. Face-to-face PSYOP was continuously
conducted in this manner to dispel potentially disruptive
rumors and investigate EPW c~omplaints.

f. Advis ' ng MP camp commanders on the psychological impac Ls of
their actions proved to be of extreme importance in preventing
misunderstandings and subseque t disturbances by the EPW's
against the MP's. The differenc.es in culture, custom,
religious practices and dietary habits were of such magnitude
that misunderstandings were not always avoidable but could be
minimized by investigation and proper handling.

g. Numerous disturbancos within the EPW Camps involving hundreds
of prisoners were detused by the direct intervention of EPW
PSYOP Camp Teams using the man-pack loudspeaker systems and
face-to-face PSYOP in extremely high-pressure situations.
L~oss of life due to these sometimes violent confrontations was
co'mpletely avoided due to the immediate action response of the
L'SYOP Camp teams on a 24-hour basis.

7. LESSON LEARNED: The mission of providing Direct Support PSYOP to
EPW Camp Operation& has been revalidated by Operation DESERT STORM.
However, due to the battalion's EXTOM-only orientation, the unit
was dependent on Kuwaiti and Saudi Arabian interpreters for much of
the communication with the prisoners.

8. RECOM~MENDED ACTION: The 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) should continue to
provide Direct Support PSYOP to MP units responsible for operating
larqe-scale EPW Camps. Th1e unique mission of the battalion ferquire
that th~e orientation of' the unit be expanded to include not OT I1y
EUCOM, but all. other Theater Areas of Operations so as to provide:
f or proper resourcing of language-qualified personnel.

9. COMMENTS: N4ONEJ

10. (10 THROUGH END OF' REPOPT To BE COMPLETED BY J(JLLS SCTT0rlI14)



JULLS LONG REP )RT

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUBMITTED BY 13TH PSYOP BATTALION(EPW/CT) S-3. CPT PRESCOTT

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: COMMAND AND CONTROL

4. TITLE: 13TH PSYOP BN(EPW/CI) COIMAND AND CONTROL OF ENEMY PRISONER
OF WAR (EPW) PSYOP SUPPORT CAMP TEAMS

5. OBSERVATION: The 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) deployed five EPW PSYOP
Support Camp Teams and a battalion-level Command and Control Team in
support of the 800th MP BDE(EPW), MARCENT Corps Cage and 4t'. PSYOP
GP(Abn).

6. DISCUSSION:

a. A portion of the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) was activated under a
derivative Unit Identification Code (UIC) and deployed to Saudi Arabia
in support of Operations DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STOPM.

b. The Command and Control Team was composed of the BN CDR, CSM,
S2, S3, OPS NCO and two LNO's for a total of seven personnel. The
battalion was restricted (per activation order) from deploying with an
XO, SI, S4, -E officer or any other administrative, communication or
.oglst..ical. sipport personrel

c. The five EPW PSYOP Support Camp Teams were each composed of a
Camp TM LDR, ASST TM LDR, NCOIC and two NCO/enlisted PSYOP Specialist
and/or Interrogators for a total of five personnel. Each of the a PSYOP
Camp Teams were in Direct Support of a theater-level EPW Camp c,._ifiiii11g
up to 20,000 thousand prisoners in a field location Each of the EPW
Camps were in a separate location and in several instances, located
hundreds ol KM from each other and the batta.lion head( iarters.

d. Sufficient depth was lacking in the staft positions causing
inadeqiuate resc.ircing of the Command and Control ieam -'or extende-d 24
hours operations. The shortfall in the S2 and S3 secti- ns were a
particular cause for concern from the standpoint of cuirent operations
and planning.

e. Dut Lu ueverai. primary staff and support positions not being
resourced, the primary staff officers, CSM, and LNOe1 who deployed 1ald
to aI-o cov-.r these ireas as well, causing an all-around deqradatioi ini
e tt;.;ie ,cy aS the i.ermo of operaitions in'reased AdditionaLly, .laundry
servit-e transport- mall handl I g drop--ofi pick-ul. CJass A Agent,
Parchasing Offic. , and clericAi support for not only OPORD's, FLRAGO's,
.f £hRP" , PERSTAT's and LOGRFP's but the flood of OER's/SEER's, awards
ond 0.uiministrative aitinn ; ne ,sary4ary for redeplo,'ment wer;e cnly a
porti.on rt },,: rout.ine support requ, ments tlat '.'tre handled
-; mlf Int I o A ; I () Y-111 -I I)?- rv t 1 d



f, LNO Teams of two soldiers each would have provided continuous
li igon to both "i the najor supported unit headquarters but with only
one such officer available due to the pertial unit activatlion and
deployment, this was not possible. The LNO to the 800th MP BDE(EPW) was
tasked also to fill the S4, Property Book and Purchasing officer
positions. The LNO originally planned for the 4th PSYOP GP(Abn) was not
filled and was instead used to fill the Assistant S3, CE Officer and
LNO positions to the five deployed EPW PSYOP Support Camp Teams.

g. Thirty-five days after the commencement of hostilities, one NCO
and two enlisted persomel from the 338th MI Detachment were attached
to the Command and Control Team which assisted in alleviating some of
the critical personnel shortages outlined above.

7 LESSON LEARNED: The derivative UIC method of deploying a partially
activated battalion in support ot the 800th MP BDE(EPW) and 4th PSYOP
GP(Abn) degraded to a certain extent the capabilities of the 13tb PSYOP
BN(EPW). The required TOE strength of the battalinn would have been
more appropriate in executing the battalion's wartime mission.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Any future operation requiring the unique type
of PSYOP mission support that only the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW) provides
should include a full unit activation and deployment.

9. COMMENTS: NONE

10. (10 THROUGH END) OF REPORT TO BE COMPLETED BY JULLS SECTION)

.. .



JULLS LONG REPORT

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUBMITTED BY 13TH PSYOP BN S-3, CPT PRESCOTT

2+ Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: DOCTRINE

4. TITLE: SUPPORT OF ENEMY PRISONER OF WAR (EPW) AND CIVILIAN
INTERNEE (CI) PROGRAMS BY THE 13TH PSYOP BN(EPW/CI)

5. OBSERVATION: FM 33-1 PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, dated July 1987
provides the current Army doctrine regarding PSYOP support to EPW/CI
programs but provides only one page. While much of this doctrine
remains valid, some changes have to be made from the lessons learned
during this operation. Further expansion is necessary also.

6. DISCUSSION:

a. A major gap in existing doctrine regarding this program is
PSYOP In support of Corps-level EPW cages. The Corps-level cages are
the first major collection facilities available after Division
collection points. The Corps Cages provide the first semi-perminant
stopping point for EPW's after capture. The Corps Cages allow EPW
PSYOP to support both tactical PSYOP below Corps level, and the overall
EPW PSYOP mission.

b. As proven by the EPW PSYOP element at the MARCENT Cage, EPW
PSYOP can support tactical operations by; providing to the Corps PSYOP
liaison timely and immediate PSYOP-relevant information and
intelligence for dissemination to tactical loudspeaker teams; producing
surrender appeals for use by forward loudspeaker teams; and pretestinq
tactical PSYOP products for use at all levels in the Corps area of
operation-;. Additionally, the prisoners coming into tne Corps Cages
provide iinmediate feedback on the effectiveness of those PSYOP
products currently in use at all levels in the Corp area. As a
semipermanent holding area of 24 to 48 hrs, the Corp Cages are unique
in providing support to ongoing EPW PSYOP activities. The EPW PSYOP
element at the Corp level acts as the first screening area for-nt.fvn r .c.ooperttil.eS. ,na...ish ope ers, i,tiiyui5e dgents, and
instiqators. Once identified, these names are forwarded to the theater-
leve l mr.il.itary police EPW camps where the prisoners can be exploit-ed
for control purposes by other EPW PSYOP teams as they arrivw

c-. The Corps Cage affords the opportunity for EPW PSYOP to be
implemented on the prisoners while they are aost vulnerdble [imediatlyAlt capi-i-ro "-- 0 of thi-La , all. 1"oYl .' 3-0t, l J.i il i i I-

1 are relevant i.o the Curps Cages and.- should be amned i -1iy c:j"rr-ed nut
1.n ordicr t.o.t-ut .. t. _rlat. ritg aPW-t

I 'oi
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7. LESSON LEARNED: As proven at the MARCENT Corps Cage, there is an
immediate and crjtp-a1 n-cd fnr the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW), and the PSYOP
community.to add EPW PSYOP support at Corp level to its current
missions in order to increase the effectiveness of EPW PSYOP as ;i forc,
w,,1tiplier.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION:

a. Doctrine should be changed to implement EPW PSYOP support
activities at the Corps Cages.

b. Because ot the dual EPW PSYOP missions of providing support to
EPW Corps Cages and to large-scale permanent EPW Camps, the EPW PSYOP
Support Corps Cage Team sholi.rl be an element of -n EPW PSYOP battalion.

9. COMMENTS: NONE

10. (10 THROUGH END OF REPORT TO BE COMPLETED BY JULLS SEC1,ON)

.... . ---- -



JULLS LONG REPORT

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)
SUBMfTTED BY 13TH PSYOP BN S-3, CPT PRES3DTT

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. 1EYWORDS: DOCTRINE

4. TITLE: SUPPORT OF ENEMY PRISONER OF WAR (EPW) AND CIVILIAN
TNTERNEE (CI) PROGRAMS BY THE 13TH PSYOP BN(EPW/CI)

5, OBSERVATION: FM 33-1 PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, dated July 1987
provides the current Army doctrine regarding PSYOP support to EPW/CI
programs but provides only one page. While much of this doctrine
.L.ains valid, some changes have to be made from the lessons learned
du) ing this operation. Further expansion is necessary also.

6. DISCUSSION:

a. A major gip in existing dcctrine regarding this program is
PSYOP in supprt of Corps-level EPW cages. The Corps-level cages are
the first major collection facilities available after Division
collection points. The Corps Cages provide the first semi-perminant
stopi...ag point for EPW's after capture. The Corps Cages allow EPW
PSYOP to support both tactical PSYOP below Corps level, ind the overall
EPW PSYOP mission.

r b, As proven b; the EPW PSYOP element at the MARCENT Cage, EPW
PSYOP can support tactical operations by; providing to the Corps PSYOP
liaison timely and immediate PSYOP-relevant information and
intelligence for dissemination to tactical l~u dspeaker teams; )roducing
surrender appeals for use by forward loudspedker teams; and pretesting
tactical PSYOP products for use it all levels in the Corps area of
operations. Additionally, the prisoners coming into the Corps Cages
provide immediate feedback on the effectiveness of those PSYOP
products cnurrently in use at all levels in th. Corp area. As a
semipermanent holding area of 24 to 48 hrs, the Corp Cages are unique
in providing support to ongoing EPW PSYOP activities. The EPW PSY'OP
element at the Corp level acts as the first screening a,.iaa for
1dm-ent ity; ng cooperatives, English speAkei:6, iiiLelliyeau-e agents, and
instigators. Once identifie(, these names are forwarded to the theater-
level military police EPW camps where the prisoners ceii be exploited
fnr co-trol purposes by other EPW PSYOP teams as they qrrivf,

c. Phe Corps Caqe affords the opportunity for FPW PSY(NP to be
imp Iemerl;ed ",, the prisoners while they are most vujix..rable xaimtldjat ly
,ttker ca).tul :!.. Be:aus- ot this, all EPW PSYOP missions listed in FM 31
I are rele-v.DLt to ih( Corps Cages and shou.ld be immediatl.y carriod out
iu orle r to hVtio- i r(octri'aitlc: t P? "s.
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7. LESSuN LEARNED: As proven dt the MARCENT Corps Cage, there is an
immediate and critical need for the 13th PSYOP BN(EPW), and the PSYOP
community to add EPW PSYOP support at Corp l]vel to its current
missions in order to increase the effectiveness of EPW PSYOP as a force
multiplier.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION:

a. Doctrine should be chanc- to implement EPW PSYOP sup port
ativities at the Corps Cages.

b. because of the dual EPW PSYOP missions of providing support to
EPW Corn; Cages and to large-scale permanent EPW Camps, the EPW PSYOP
Support Corps Cage Team should be an element of an EPW PSYOP battalion.

9. COMMENTS: NONE

10. (30 THROUGH END OF REPORT TO BE COMPLETED BY JULLS SECTION)



4 APR 91

JITLLS -iAONG REPORTi

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)

2. Overatior DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: OPERATIONS

4. TITLE: SPECIFR( TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF MSQ-85B PERFORMANCE, 13TH
PSYOP BN(PW)

5. OBSERVATION: The 13th PSYOP HN(PW) used the MSQ-65B in support of
PW Camp Operations. Under wartime field conditions several. problemis in
the design and performance became apparent which hindered mission
accomplishment.

a. Of the PW PSYOP Support Team assigned t~o operate the MSQ-85B,
on [y one soldier had previous exposure to the equipment, which was
.1.i.mjtte. to i "i clay ortentation class.

b. Th- fact that the MSQ-85B can only be ope.Lated with its own
t- wdqenerz- or was a limitation to mission support capabilities duringq

the initial line period in which it was operated out- ol an uyra)x*'
ti: 8 Story avartmen: buiidinqs;. Later in the campaign, use of the
-;ysten was limited due to its required positioning at a field bivuac
;j.te where troop& supporting 24 hour operations were on recovery time
henoise lactot. of the 5KW generator was too grpe.t:. to permit

operations as needed due to the concentration of personnel at these
Locations. Commercial power was available, but the MSQ was not issued
to the battalion with commercial power input connections.

C. The additional equipment which is stored in the metal
orxtirir~an the trailer was tar too sensitive to dirt to lie stored

next to the diesel generator. it the desert of .saud 'J Arabia it did rio--t
tAke 1i mq for dust to combine with diesel fumes., to create a Situation
Wik(!Ye equipment could not be kept in operatinqcv~ ~r

ci, ThLe radio) provide-d tor "Cap:incj broadca-;tL wast~t~L
yedi tqiflt. stations a.-- Peeri#-.d. The VC'Rs uL-OCi :c% oedit inci c.-io oi 1 y

plo~y thrNi'~ 4,4 i R'jn-ai -Much of th itoi I. thai:t c-.it I-J, wi
i iret ol systems we cou.)d not mx or cuo v.

p Thte. inat' pIOWer caieWa~ not. ilonq elowjt t-( ' )flrrnil ths
~cYL~.Atorto hE: TAaced tair f-11ii1A11rfl i -.ay . *.ui 1101 CUi .[cvvt. t()

i- It I .e tic ( aud Io I -e



bulky for tii ;p.. uvaIllble, res6.,tintj ii ao inta. damage and
breakdown.

g. The large movie screen collapses under windy conditions, a
feature which would normally be desirable, however not when the screen
is surrounded by concertina wire in an EPW enclosure.

h. Dust control inside the shelter was a significant problem.

i. Lack of a leak proof container tor storing of special.
lubricants was a problem.

7. LESSON LEARNED: Under war-time field conditions the MSQ-85B could
not be maintained in a clean enough condition to meet operating
requirements. Two of the VCR's provided as component parti to the
system were incapable of operating VHS tape format using the PAL or
SECAM standards. The crew was tasked with working on VCR tapes which
were produced with "PAL" or "SECAM" system camcorders. The crew had no
capability to run those tapes through the mixer. The MSQ-85B was in an
area where radio reception was poor, and was tasked with producing
audio tapes from selected stations. The radio receiver issu-'d as part
of the system was not sensitive enough to receive desicjnated tations.
Once operations began in the desert, the generator trailer soon became
coated with oil and dust. The projection screens are stored in metal
containers on the generator trailer. It was only a matter of a short
time before these screens became soiled. Dust and cii. contamination to
the projection screens must be controlled.

U. RLCOMMENDED ACTIONS:

a° Ensure suff|.cient tral niii is provided II) ohif, at(r, .-

b. Add commercial power input. connect.ionas.

: Y.Tise a lrger prime vehicle and store sczeens o, p; imti mover.

d. Supply a better radio receiver. Supply "Multi-System" capable
VCR' s.

C;. Supply an addxtuiol leityh uLf .t)(, caUie irom the generatt c
tLJ) the sheltnr uni t

f. Use a larger prime vehicle with better shock. inltecd ui the M--
1008.

01 - 2n1p&1 \ :j t;elrc- , r f~r

1. Supp l.y a coxnpa,:t, Vd..L . .- .IJL ..i.j ea1.r-

S. A-A-d ,- .ci lib '1e, :.!dkproc t C Cnt ,' I*0k, cn uiu a i c. -.,-

9. Comments: |TI ))obl,.!ms (JLa(iibed Itbovc be ,r ect With t 1l Y
Mi1 1 i cldjtxaet I L ±|l 1.o wiad i haSi: t ! JaIly aU 4.,X(C i.1e t pieco (A i-q11i l iiel .

.I itt



needed improvement to the MSQ-85B system in light of Operation tU.I ER'I'
.qTORM as an interim "fix" to those futnre systems yet to -1e

manufactured. Request the primary operators of the MSQ-85B during
Operation DES;ERT STORM be contacted, and that their input of suggested
improvements be utilized from their individual experiences learned. The
standard name lines and units are listed.

CHRIST, Gerhard R SFC 504-36-1538 13th PSYOP BN(PW)
TAYLOR, Ernest K Jr.. SSG 246-88--1427 13th PSYOP BN(PW)
TRA'"IS, Roger A SFC 567-08-1767 9th PSYOP BN(Abn)
MliER, Thomas L SGT 215-08-3167 9th PSYOP BN(Abn)
ALERTA, Carl SPC 586-66-0941 9th PSYOP BN(Abn)



2 APR 91

JULLS LONG REPORT

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX- XXXXX (XXXXX)

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: DEPLOYMENT

4. TITLE: DEPLOYMENT OF 13TH PSYOP BN(PW)

9, 0;qERVATION: The 13th PSYOP Bn(PW) wa6 r tfi~ted from deploying
with trucks larger then M-1008/1009 from CONUS.

6. DISCUSSION: The restriction placed on the 13th PSYOP BN(PW) which
prevented the deployment of organic 2 1/2 ton/5 ton trucks greatly
hindered the transport of both troops and equipment to field site
locations. The supported unit (800th MP Bde) did not deploy with its
own organic transport assets and was only able to acquire enough for
its own purposes in Saudi Arabia.

7. LESSON LEARNED: Any future plans involving 13th PSYOP Bn(PV)
support to several widely separated PW Camps must include the
deployment of organic 2 1/2 ton/5 ton trucks with drivers in support of
PW PSYOP Camp Teams.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Deploy 2 1/2 ton/5 ton trucks with drivers to
meet the transportation requirements of moving PW Camps Teams to field
sites and additional displacements as required.

9. COMMENTS: NONE

10. (10 THROUGH END OF REPORT TO BE COMPLETEI) BY JULLS SECTION)

I I/



31. MAR 9"1.

JULLS LONG REPORT

1. JULLS NUMBEP: VXXX'X_ XXXXX' k Xx X

2. Operation DESERT SHI ELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: COMMUNICATUONS

4. TITLE: COMMUNICATIONS ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE 13TH PSYXOP bN(PW)

5. OBSERVATTON: Communications with the PW PSYOP Support Camp Teams
was a constant priority for the battalion. The unit exhakisted every
available method and asset in order to establish eifective and rel )ablecommunicat ions.

6. DISCUSSION:

a. High frequency radios were received from the Propaganda
Dissemination Battalion (PDB) and were issued to the PW PSYOP Support
Camp Teams. The low profile HF antennas that were issued with the
.tadios were discovered to be unreliable in sandy surface conditions
without extensive modification in set--up (i.e.,' large amounts of water
poured on the sand to act as a reflector for the HF siqnal to bhounce
off of).

b. Assistance was requestepd from the CE officer of the PDB and he
made several assistance visits to the PW camps where the PSVOP came,
teams were locate,- in order to correct this problem. It was determ.jned
that this probleii. was riot correctable without different antennas. Due
to this, the unit's abi.iity to submit timely SITREP's and PSYO- -

specific information was severely degraded.

7. ILESSON LFARNT): HigIh frequency radios are a viabl- and ar e:-;.:-y
form of (:~mmuri icat. ion j this t y p ) f" e i e Mn , . i, r:ti ji
-.ype, of antenma 1;ystenis s houI(l be fi_[l.ded -in ovder to uaint.-ir. a
constant level of messaqe traft i ( 1.1 ow when us i. uoI ;k F ommun i cat i u1n;
equ i pment.

fl. PECOMMFNDE N(TTONS :

a. More training on the use, set-up, pa.1.ntAJndnce, uropaqat i0n. A,,,d
Limitations of HF qear be adr.teSSC!d by l I. IIIn.itS who hav(. t110 poteln lt!
for us i reIF rad ti pj ii pimen

b - 11' 'adio,_; t, hould be issiued with i both iht, low prt)l ile 'Ani NVj:;
anit erina systTems. Tlhe NVIS antennria ,ystefn (1oes 11oc k ,4411ic ti1,0 iitfl(i 1()T

ItAXr9e amo'orlt of Water sp read on the qrcundl ii ordl t.,- ) i 4a io

ro Woe.(tor fl)r t he f Jqnal to bour(. f o f .o '1w NV I itli.,liid -iy:;i i oe ,lil
it.l;o ( e , .. t 01 f1-?(.t1 iV4- Vy ill b (it.': 4 ,t (f , l k dW.tV(, j AlI:. : ,tl t
( di rot :.t 01 1 . 'T1 wit' ( 'p -1-'it.t -s .A. lk Q I (i r-o'.:i v' i'l44j i'(4f) i t ll i il :-;1 1 114:; i 1 I )lI
t-i l V' i:;t .1 I~.. r t ' . '1 hotl~l! Ii sy jt"i :;

S.-- . -.--.. ~.- . .-- - - - I. . . . . .



9 O"-MMENT2::: High trequancy radio communication is viabkie Io. VP i.v
type of environment. With both antennas at tI disposal -if the
operator, it i.s Vo.:sibie to use the system whic;h works bust in any area
of operation. This would increase the effectiveness of HF radio
communications and lessen confusion on the actual application of the
systems.

10.. (1.0 THROUGH END OF REPORT TO EE COMPLETED BY JULLS SECTION)
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31 MAR 91.

jULLS LUNG REPORT

i, JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX--XXXXX (XXXXX)

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: COMMUNICATIONS

4, TTTLF, THE REQUIREMENT FOR SECURE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT (SCE)
IN THE 13TH PSYOP BN(PW)

5. OBSERVATION: The battalion was deployed without its authorized SCE
equipment due to being zero balance on-hand in this category. Both the
peace-time and war-time higher headquarters of the battalion were
unable to fill these requests. The requests for SCE were valid because
of the classified nature of the PSYOP information that was collected
from the PW's. Much of this information was very time sensitive. The
use of the MP distribution system to relay the relevant PSYOP
information was the only secure means of communicating from this HQ to
the camp teams.

6. DISCUSSION: When the need for SCE was addressed to the peace-time
and war-time higher headquarters, no action or status of actions to
obtain SCE were received at this HQ. After the need for SCE had ended,
the battalion was issued a minimum number of KL-43's to transfer PSYOP
relative information in a secure format..

V. LESSON LEARNED: SCE is a necessity at this unit. Without SCE, the
bat-tali.on was forced to use the normal MP distribution channels to
trdnsfer PSYOP relevant info mation. This is and will continue to be a
time consuming m-thod of information transfer. Additionally, this
rcbannel was nnt ,.ailablc to the team in Luupport: of the MARCENT Corps
Caqe Time sensitive mater "l wil. Ioosqe its value wi.thout. thi t vi u,
equipment .n use.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: The 4TH Group should asE;ist in the issue of-
!;;C', to the .3TH PSYOP BN(PW) in order to facilitate the timely receipt
of P}YOP--relevant data to their HQ.
(). COMMENTS : NONE

. (10 THROUGH END OF 1-?EPORT TO BE COMPLETED BY J J LL; ';ECTION.)
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JZULLS LONG REPORT

* 1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)

2. operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3~. KEYWORDS: L'oqist:!crs

4. TITLE: Transportation asset effects on the logistics f -mr the 13t~h
POB EPW inission.

* 5. OBSERVATION: Lack of transportation hampered the un)'!.s 6rij-1 h
move personnel and equipment. organic transportati.-n for the
advance party was not made available. The transport .tL-,- assets
that were scheduled were aceptable. for- a five man team,

6. DISCUSSION: The advance party was uniab~e to tuiiltion with any
degree of effectiveness due to no organic transportation.. The camp
teams were unable to jump in one trip because the team ti-ilers
were shipped by sea and not with the unit. A civilian vehicle was
not made available for over a week to the field order ing oftiffcer.

7. LESSON LEARNED: The teamf: must have all transportati"on assetL; in~
order to make an effective jump.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: AllI organic transportation must be made
avaitable t~o the unit. The --idvance party muist have organi1w:
+-r-rinyrtilt.jon oil arrival 1 ' thouatul * ~i ldive-iL;J.s J1U-t "JLV
made available to the field orderinq officer and c-Lacs "A" cxqsrt.-
i mmedi atel]y upon iarri va .1

'.C2OMMENTS: N/A
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jr§ ,() NC. REPORT

1. *J1LE. 'T4M1U1: xxxxx-XXXXX (XX10YXX\

()~ iti~:iDES3ERT P!-TTjD/" t7-ERT S-TO'RM

3. KENWRY , ILogiSticS

4. TITL~E; M'.i _tuipi4,,.Jt jee - ol The j.]thk POB ijur their worici wide
_iYstems

OBS IIVATII. 2tq T'he sup ply oiiannweis in) th-leater were not equipped to
handle LePSYOP eqI__prticnt needs for thc EPW mission. The
elecl.tCOiiIC equi0'pment that was organic to t.1%is unit was unable to
zu'ii onl jT iC)Ldal curr.t. 'I " hu elect.ronic Pequipment was not
equippr-fl wdith "pf1 uvjsll that would work. or, ~c v.-bious systems in

Jj>,CuJS;"oi O. epies~ts for equipment -were seat through the ARCENT
contrac..ini Office. TCiz coiltTc"x' 01Utice was anabie to purchase
tb& requiir(.1 equipment on short notice. 'Tr fVeld o-rder:in officer
mild cia;"All aclent. were instr-iinioVtal in aqtlr ng the miss-ion

vsint.a equ-~iernt. A1RCENT cont.rarin did obtain equipment tor
thi:, init. H-owever, equipm~ent was not recei-eri in a timely manner

~~ isionl capabi I ity.

I.LESSON LEARNED.' This uitsMTOE must. be c.hatijvd Lo reflect tht-
t ]ii.. e onc-. -ntiaj .i I:u; siien s tl ax, FPW miss i.on . The eiectroi. ic

eCl A.pmnenlt. i b+: uidatc->d t(i e e~ the wnrl4 I0wi cf miss ion of thi s

REC~ O.MMENDED~ AC'- 0-' A, 1 1 :u~ $ _;iyns_ mik-A be liutf i tt.d , i th z-;amr-

O'LIU 1 jl u m '. i M '; ,;yjIK o~ i e - i all UI:etl t. WOEIJ d Wi1de , 111(A
[v~ ;'~ 1 fl~ Iii~ j i ~ V. u M OEAT )V Jt 1 1)01 mu.,:t *2a_ 11lcef to

F-fI I k-t t e 51~ rof ihp eYr te..Ams s ret I et~ed by the operat iol
F I ~ v , camy-m 1 i )1 e . t i 'I hn -)n8 '

COMME~NT!: N/A

TR A,
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JULLS LONG REPORT

1. JULLS NUMBER: XXXXX--XXXXX (XXXXX)

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: Logistics

4. TITLE: Supply assets and their eftect on the EPW mission of the
13th POB.

5. OBSERVATION: The Battalion S-4 NCO was not allowed to accompany
the 13th PSYOP BN on Operation Desert Shield/Storm, The S-4
officer was responsible for three full time duties aid two extra
duties, including those of the S-4 NCOTC.

6. DISCUSSTON: The lack of supply personnel severly strained the
battalion supply system, Due to not being allow to bring trained
supply personnel, equipment was procured slower than it should have
been. All supply requests and needs were answered on a slowe-
pace. The S-4 officer "learned" the supl,ly system in theater
without the assistantance and knowledge of an S-4 NCOIC. This
situation strained relations within all sections and teams as they
prepared to deploy to the ct'amp locations.

7. LESSON 1,EARNE): Tne unit must deploy with a knowledgable supp.l.y
NCO.

8.. 1tECOMMEIDED ACTION: The unit must deploy with the entire logisticsi
ect i, ie ",- 4 dati ompany supply personrie I

9. COMMENT,: N/A

1 (;. (1() 'P.TROMIT I i;jn .' p 'T .() 'AF P)MPT, T 7 I ,; 0 MY )N)

[ I
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,ULLS LONG REPORT

I. JTTLLS NUMBER" XXXXX-XXXXX (XXXXX)

2. Operation DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM

3. KEYWORDS: Liaison

4. TITLE: Communications effect on the liaison officer/S-4 of the
13th POB and the accomplishment of the mission.

t;. OBSERVATION, Lack of communicat'ions with the five (5) camp teaminr
severly hindered this unit, the S-4, and liaison officer's abili.y
to effectively coordinate mission requirements. This issue was
constantly addressed by the S-3.

h. DTSCT SSTON: T1he lj.iaisnn officer on camp team activities were a
minimum two days behind because of poor communications. The Jack
of communicat ions equipment hampered the resupply of P.;YOP
,quipment. This was especially true concerning critical PSYOP
equipment not available through EPW Camp supply channels.

7. LF.;S.ON LEARNED: Reliable voice communication is a must.

8. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Each team and command and controL must have
Lne ability to voice communicate with each other at all] times

9. COMMENTS: N/A

I). (1 ) 'THROUIGH ENI 0Y. RYP(WP 'TTO BE (OMI '1, :TED 1AV ,11!,! .; 2iC-(,TON)

I~ Mi~Jdi a~ 1


